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In 2015, USAID and USDA provided
about $1.9 billion of U.S food aid
overseas, including about 1.5 million
metric tons of commodities. The
Bellmon amendment to the Food for
Peace Act requires determining, before
distribution of commodities, that the
distribution will not cause a substantial
disincentive to a country’s domestic
production and that adequate storage
will be available. Agency guidance
requires documenting Bellmon
determinations before food aid
agreements are signed and promotes
monitoring and evaluation to improve
accountability and performance.

The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) each have a process for prioritizing countries
to receive U.S. commodities. USAID’s documents lay out its steps to select
countries for Food for Peace (FFP) projects in fiscal years 2013 through 2016.
However, USDA’s documents do not consistently account for decisions to
provide commodities to countries that did not meet its prioritization criteria for
McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and School Nutrition
(McGovern-Dole) and Food for Progress development projects. For example,
analysis of USDA documents showed countries that did not meet these criteria
received 40 percent of Food for Progress funding in fiscal year 2015; however,
the documents do not provide USDA’s reasons for these decisions. Better
documentation of such decisions would improve transparency and accountability.
USAID and USDA did not consistently document that U.S. commodities would
not negatively affect recipient countries’ production or markets and that adequate
storage was available before providing the commodities. USAID and USDA
guidance requires documentation of such “Bellmon determinations” before food
aid agreements are signed. In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, USAID and USDA
followed this guidance for the 6 FFP emergency projects and 5 of 6 Food for
Progress projects GAO reviewed. However, USAID documented determinations
before signing agreements for only 5 of 8 FFP development projects, and USDA
did so for only 2 of 18 McGovern-Dole projects. As a result, the agencies did not
consistently document compliance with a key control.
GAO found lower-than-expected prices 12 percent of the time for key
commodities in countries that received commodity-based U.S. food aid at some
point in 2015 and 2016. However, neither agency required implementing
partners to monitor or evaluate markets during this period. In December 2016,
USAID began requiring partners to monitor and evaluate emergency projects for
negative market effects, such as unusual price changes. However, USAID does
not require this for development projects, and USDA does not require it for either
McGovern-Dole or Food for Progress. Yet both agencies require monitoring of
project performance and evaluation of project outcomes to identify challenges,
ensure projects achieved intended results, and to improve future projects.
Monitoring and evaluation for negative market impacts would help identify any
needed midcourse corrections and inform future Bellmon determinations.

GAO was asked to review USAID’s
and USDA’s provision of U.S.
commodities. This report examines the
extent to which the agencies have (1)
documented their selection of countries
for food aid, (2) documented Bellmon
determinations before signing project
agreements, and (3) monitored and
evaluated markets to identify any
negative effects during and after
project implementation. GAO analyzed
agency data, interviewed officials, and
visited sites in Malawi and Guatemala
where the agencies had projects. GAO
also reviewed documentation for 38
projects initiated and 35 final
evaluations or reports completed in
fiscal years 2014 and 2015.

What GAO Recommends
GAO is making eight recommendations
to strengthen USAID’s and USDA’s
provision of U.S. commodities. For
example, GAO recommends that both
agencies document all Bellmon
determinations before signing
agreements with partners and require
monitoring and evaluation for negative
market effects. Both USAID and USDA
agreed with our recommendations.
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441 G St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

Letter

July 13, 2017
The Honorable Mike Conaway
Chairman
Committee on Agriculture
House of Representatives
Dear Mr. Chairman:
The United States is the world’s largest donor of international food
assistance, chiefly through the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The Agricultural Act
of 2014 (2014 Farm Bill) reauthorized funding for international food
assistance through Title II of the Food for Peace Act (Title II), which
USAID administers, and through two USDA-administered programs, the
McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child Nutrition
program (McGovern-Dole) and Food for Progress. USAID has used Title
II funding primarily to provide U.S. in-kind food aid (i.e., food commodities
purchased in the United States and transported overseas) through Food
for Peace emergency projects that provide food to populations affected by
conflicts or natural disasters as well as through Food for Peace
development projects designed to address long-term chronic hunger.1
USDA’s McGovern-Dole program provides U.S. food commodities for
school feeding, and its Food for Progress program supports agricultural,
economic, and infrastructure development projects through the sale of
U.S. food commodities in recipient countries. In fiscal year 2016, USAID

1

In addition to using Title II funding to provide U.S. in-kind food aid, since fiscal year 2014
USAID has used a proportion of Title II funds, pursuant to Section 202(e) of the Food for
Peace Act, to provide cash-based food assistance. Cash-based assistance includes cash
transfers and vouchers that recipients may use to purchase food in local markets and also
includes commodities procured overseas, known as local and regional procurement. For
more information, see GAO, International Food Assistance: USAID Has Controls for
Implementation and Support Costs but Should Strengthen Financial Oversight,
GAO-17-224 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 9, 2017); International Cash-Based Food
Assistance: USAID Has Established Processes to Monitor Cash and Voucher Projects,
but Data Limitations Impede Evaluation, GAO-16-819 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 20, 2016);
and International Cash-Based Food Assistance: USAID Has Developed Processes for
Initial Project Approval but Should Strengthen Financial Oversight, GAO-15-328
(Washington, D.C.: Mar. 26, 2015).
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received appropriations of $1.47 billion for Title II programs, while USDA’s
McGovern-Dole program received $202 million.2
In-kind food aid can affect commodity supply in recipient countries, and
market assessments are therefore important for determining where and
when to provide commodities—as well as how much and what types—to
help avoid distorting local markets and displacing commercial trade. The
“Bellmon amendment” to the Food for Peace Act requires U.S. agencies
to determine, before supplying in-kind food aid to a country, that adequate
storage facilities are available in that country and that the distribution of
commodities will not result in a substantial disincentive to, or interference
with, domestic production or marketing in recipient countries.3 USAID and
USDA guidance requires documentation of “Bellmon determinations”
before the signing of food assistance agreements. In addition, the
agencies’ policies and guidance promote monitoring and evaluation of
their programs to strengthen accountability and improve program
performance.
You asked us to review USAID’s and USDA’s provision of U.S. in-kind
food aid, including their selection of recipient countries and their use of
market assessments. In this report, we examine the extent to which
USAID and USDA have (1) documented their selection of countries to
receive U.S. in-kind food aid through, respectively, USAID Food for
Peace emergency and development projects and USDA McGovern-Dole
and Food for Progress projects; (2) documented Bellmon determinations
before signing agreements for such projects; and (3) monitored and
evaluated local markets to identify potential negative effects during and
after project implementation that may have been caused by the
distribution of in-kind food aid.
2

The Commodity Credit Corporation, a USDA agency, authorizes the sale of commodities
for the USDA Food for Progress program and donates them to implementing partners.
The corporation authorizes the sale of agricultural commodities to other government
agencies and foreign governments and authorizes the donation of food to domestic,
foreign, or international relief agencies. In fiscal year 2016, Food for Progress finalized
assistance agreements with implementing partners for allocations of $153 million of
commodities.
3

The Bellmon amendment, originally adopted as Section 212 of the International
Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977 (Pub. L. No. 95-88) and codified at 7
U.S.C. 1773(a), applies to commodities provided under the Food for Peace Act. While
McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress were not enacted as part of the Food for Peace
Act, the authorizing legislation for these two programs incorporates the Bellmon
amendment by reference.
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To examine the extent to which USAID and USDA have documented their
selection of countries to receive U.S. in-kind food aid, we reviewed the
agencies’ documentation of selection processes and criteria for fiscal
years 2013 and 2016 and spoke with agency officials. To examine the
extent to which USAID and USDA have documented Bellmon
determinations, we reviewed agency guidance related to the Bellmon
amendment. We also reviewed project documentation for a
nongeneralizable sample of 6 USAID Food for Peace emergency
projects, all 8 USAID Food for Peace development projects, all 18 USDA
McGovern-Dole projects, and a nongeneralizable sample of 6 USDA
Food for Progress projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 that had
an in-kind food commodity component. We based our selection of these
samples on a number of criteria, including the existence of multiple
programs and projects in the country, the type of implementing partner,
and the presence of market monitoring apparatuses. To examine the
extent to which USAID and USDA have monitored programs’ effects on
local markets, we reviewed agency monitoring and evaluation policy. We
also reviewed project documentation for a nongeneralizable sample of 6
USAID Food for Peace emergency projects, 5 USAID Food for Peace
development projects, 5 USDA McGovern-Dole projects, and 6 USDA
Food for Progress projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 that had
an in-kind food commodity component. We also performed an analysis of
commodity prices in a nongeneralizeable sample of nine countries that
received U.S. in-kind food aid in fiscal years 2014 through 2016; our
analysis compared actual prices of key commodities with expected prices
based on seasonal and historical trends. To analyze the extent to which
the agencies evaluated markets after project completion, we reviewed
final evaluations or reports that USAID and USDA identified as completed
in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 (15 USAID final evaluations or reports and
20 USDA final evaluations or reports) for assessments of the projects’
market impacts and of storage facilities or commodity management. In
addition, we visited Guatemala and Malawi, where we conducted case
studies of U.S. in-kind food aid projects. While in these countries, we met
with USAID and USDA officials, implementing partners involved in
monitoring prices and monetizing donated in-kind commodities, and
beneficiaries. We also met with agency and partner officials in
Washington, D.C. For more information on our scope and methodology,
see appendix I. Appendix II provides further details on our analysis of
price data for selected countries.
We conducted this performance audit from January 2016 through July
2017 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
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obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background
In 2015, USAID and USDA together provided approximately $1.9 billion of
food assistance, which included about 1.5 million metric tons of U.S.produced commodities to serve a total of about 36 million beneficiaries in
43 countries.4 Figure 1 shows the metric tons of U.S. commodities
provided through USAID and USDA international in-kind food aid
programs for fiscal years 2012 through 2015.

4

USAID reports both direct and indirect beneficiaries. USAID defines direct beneficiaries
as those who come into direct contact with its program interventions and defines indirect
beneficiaries as those who benefit indirectly from the goods and services provided to the
direct beneficiaries. USDA’s Food for Progress program reports both direct and indirect
beneficiaries, and USDA’s McGovern-Dole program reports only direct beneficiaries.
USDA defines direct beneficiaries as those who come into direct contact with the set of
interventions (goods or services) provided by the program in each technical area or
program activity. USDA defines indirect beneficiaries as those who benefit indirectly from
the goods and services provided to the direct beneficiaries (e.g., families of producers).
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Figure 1: Metric Tons of U.S. Commodities Provided through USAID and USDA
International In-Kind Food Aid Programs, by Program and Year, Fiscal Years 20122015

USAID Title II Emergency and Development Programs
USAID’s Office of Food for Peace (FFP) administers Food for Peace
emergency and development projects.5 Food for Peace emergency
projects address crises in which the food supply in recipient countries is
severely disrupted and populations lack access to sufficient food through
normally available means because of circumstances including drought
and civil conflict. According to USAID, emergency projects save lives,
5

The Food for Peace Act authorizes the USAID Administrator to establish programs to
provide agricultural commodities to foreign countries on behalf of the people of the United
States and to provide assistance to address a number of situations related to famine and
food crises. See 7 U.S.C. § 1691 et seq.
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boost the resilience of disaster-affected communities, and support the
transition from relief to recovery. Food for Peace development projects,
including activities such as sustainable agricultural production, natural
resource management, and education, are used to reduce food insecurity
and address underlying sources of chronic hunger, typically through
multiyear programs.
FFP uses a similar process for developing and implementing Food for
Peace emergency and development projects. After FFP approves a
project, the implementing partner orders commodities for delivery.
Typically, USDA procures the requested commodities on behalf of
USAID, and the partners arrange for the commodities to be shipped to the
recipient country.6 During project implementation, the partners distribute
the commodities according to documented project plans. Figure 2 shows
USAID emergency food assistance being prepared for distribution in
Malawi.
Figure 2: U.S. Agency for International Development Emergency Food Assistance in
Malawi

In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, USAID awarded the majority of Title II–
funded in-kind food aid in response to humanitarian emergencies—81
percent, or almost $1.1 billion, in fiscal year 2014 and 78 percent, or $1.1
billion, in fiscal year 2015. USAID awarded the remainder of Title II–
funded in-kind food aid for development projects.
6

According to FFP officials, deviations from these typical procedures may occur when
required for emergency response.
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USDA McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress Programs
USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) administers two
nonemergency food aid programs, Food for Progress and McGovernDole.7
·

Food for Progress has two primary goals: to improve agricultural
productivity and to expand trade of agricultural products. Through
Food for Progress, U.S. agricultural commodities are donated to
recipient implementing partners and—in a practice known as
monetization—sold in local markets, with the proceeds used to fund
activities supporting agricultural, economic, or infrastructure
development. In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, Food for Progress
provided about $325 million of in-kind food aid to projects in 14
countries through its implementing partners.

·

The McGovern-Dole program helps support education, child
development, and food security in low-income, food deficit countries
by providing U.S. in-kind food aid. The program also provides financial
and technical assistance—for example, through maternal and child
nutrition projects—with the goal of achieving improvements in
education and nutrition. In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, McGovernDole provided $409 million of in-kind food aid to recipients in 18
countries. Figure 3 shows beneficiaries of the McGovern-Dole school
feeding program in Guatemala.

7

In addition, the Bill Emerson Humanitarian Trust is a special authority that allows USAID
to respond to unanticipated food crises abroad, when other Title II resources are not
available. The trust is a cash reserve under the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture,
with the USAID Administrator overseeing the release and use of funds. Recent
drawdowns from the trust include $50 million for the purchase of commodities and
associated costs for emergency food assistance in South Sudan in 2014.
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Figure 3: U.S. Department of Agriculture McGovern-Dole International Food for
Education and Child Nutrition Program Beneficiaries in Guatemala

Bellmon Amendment Requirements
Section 212 of the International Development and Food Assistance Act of
1977—commonly referred to as the Bellmon amendment to the Food for
Peace Act—requires that federal agencies determine, before providing
commodities to a country as part of a food assistance program, that
adequate storage facilities will be available to prevent the spoilage or
waste of the commodity and that the distribution of commodities will not
result in a substantial disincentive to or interference with domestic
production or marketing in that country.8 Additionally, both Section 3107
of the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002—the authorizing
legislation for USDA’s McGovern-Dole program—and the Food for
Progress Act of 1985 incorporated the Bellmon amendment by reference.

8

Pub. L. No. 95-88, § 212 codified at 7 U.S.C. § 1733(a).
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USAID and USDA Monitoring and Evaluation
Requirements
Both USAID and USDA require monitoring and evaluation of their
programs.9 In September 2016, we reviewed foreign assistance
monitoring and evaluation policies for USAID and USDA, in addition to
four other U.S. agencies, and found that USAID’s and USDA’s foreign
assistance monitoring and evaluation policies address key monitoring and
evaluation practices that we identified.10 For example, both agencies have
monitoring policies that require the development, collection, analysis, and
reporting of data on performance indicators. These policies are intended
to help ensure measurement of project implementation and promote
timely analysis and reporting of results that could identify needed course
corrections. In addition, both agencies have policies that require
documenting an evaluation plan or agenda, assuring evaluation quality
and independent evaluators, and disseminating evaluation findings and
results to help ensure that key stakeholders have access to quality
information for informed management decisions.

USAID Has Documented Country Selection,
but USDA Has Not Consistently Documented
Reasons for Assistance to Nonpriority
Countries
USAID documentation outlines the processes used to both prioritize and
select countries for in-kind food aid; however, USDA documentation does
not consistently record USDA’s reasons for providing such assistance to
nonpriority countries. USAID’s internal guidance and other documentation
lay out its process for prioritizing countries to consider for development
food assistance and list criteria for eliminating countries from the priority
9

For the purposes of this report, monitoring is the continuous oversight by the U.S.
government of programs and projects to assess their performance and progress toward
achieving objectives and results; evaluations are systematic studies conducted
periodically or on an ad hoc basis to assess how well a program is working and to learn
the benefits of a program or how to improve it. See GAO, Performance Measurement and
Evaluation: Definitions and Relationships, GAO-11-646SP (Washington, D.C.: May 2011).
10

See GAO, Foreign Assistance: Selected Agencies’ Monitoring and Evaluation Polices
Generally Address Leading Practices, GAO-16-861R (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 27, 2016).
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list.11 According to this documentation, all newly funded projects in fiscal
years 2013 through 2016 were located in countries that USAID had
prioritized for consideration through its country selection process for Food
for Peace projects. In contrast, while USDA guidance defines the
processes used to prioritize countries for McGovern-Dole and Food for
Progress projects in fiscal years 2013 through 2016, USDA did not
document its reasons for providing assistance in several nonpriority
countries in two of those years. Federal standards for internal controls call
for reliable and timely information for decision making and for
management to clearly document significant decisions.12 Without
consistently documenting its country selections for both the McGovernDole and Food for Progress programs, USDA cannot assure the
transparency and accountability of its funding for these programs.

USAID Has Documented Its Process for Prioritizing
Countries for Development Food Assistance and Provided
Funding Only for Priority Countries
USAID internal guidance lays out the process that FFP followed to
prioritize and select the countries that received in-kind food aid through
Food for Peace development projects in fiscal years 2013 through 2016.
According to USAID’s documentation, in each case, the prioritization
process began with the development of a weighted index of the
percentages of the population who were stunted, impoverished, or
undernourished in each of the 100 countries listed in the Directory of
Foreign Assistance.13 After identifying the 25 countries with the highest
percentages of these populations, USAID added to that list any of the 10
countries that had received the largest amounts of Food for Peace
11

Emergency food assistance programs do not use country priority lists. USAID provides
emergency food assistance in response to proposals from private voluntary organizations,
appeals from international organizations, or disaster declarations by U.S. embassies in
countries undergoing food emergencies.
12

GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G
(Washington, D.C.: September 2014).
13

According to USAID documents, the agency considers percentages of countries’
populations that are stunted, impoverished, and undernourished because these three
factors address different aspects of food security, including utilization, access, and
availability. USAID weights the three factors at 60 percent, 30 percent, and 10 percent,
respectively, and uses United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund, World
Bank, Food and Agriculture Organization, and Demographic Health Surveys as its data
sources for these factors.
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emergency funds in the past 10 years and were not already listed.14
USAID then considered other factors (e.g., security concerns, in-kind
distribution issues) to remove countries from the list. For example, in
prioritizing countries to receive development food assistance in fiscal year
2015, USAID removed Afghanistan, Pakistan, Central Africa Republic,
and Somalia because of security concerns. The results of this process
constituted USAID’s list of priority countries. Table 1 shows USAID’s
country prioritization process and numerical results in fiscal year 2015.
Table 1: USAID’s Process for Prioritizing and Selecting Countries to Receive Food
for Peace Development Assistance, Fiscal Year 2015
Step

Factors considered

Resulting action

Resulting number
of countries

1

Countries listed in the Directory of
Identified 25 initial
Foreign Assistance with the highest
countries
percentages of stunting, poverty, and
undernourishment

25

2

Countries that received significant
Added 5
a
Food for Peace emergency funding in countries
the past 10 years

30

3

Countries with security issues that
limit effective program management

Eliminated 4
countries

26

4

Countries with obstacles to
distribution of in-kind food aid, such
as government restrictions

Eliminated 2
countries

24

5

Countries not designated as strategic Eliminated 6
b
priorities for U.S. food assistance
countries

18

6

Countries whose environment does
not support the leveraging of Title II
c
resources

14

Eliminated 4
countries

Legend: USAID = U.S. Agency for International Development
Source: GAO analysis of USAID documents. | GAO-17-640

Note: According to USAID officials, the process is used to prioritize and select countries for
development projects providing other types of assistance, such as cash transfers and food vouchers.
a

The 5 countries added in step 2 include 1 country that USAID added on the basis of U.S. strategic
interest.
b

USAID’s Office of Food for Peace (FFP) considers whether assistance to countries is in the strategic
interest of the U.S. government, applying criteria used by the Department of State, USAID regional

14

According to USAID documents, the agency includes countries that received a high level
of emergency funding because this metric indicates the possibility for transitioning the
countries from emergency to development assistance. Examples of such countries from
USAID’s fiscal year 2015 country prioritization include Pakistan, Sudan, Uganda, and
Zimbabwe.
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bureaus, or other U.S. government agencies. For example, a country might be eliminated if it has a
particularly low population or if no USAID mission is present.
c

FFP considers whether a country has an enabling environment for projects—for example, whether
the country is receiving other types of U.S. development assistance, such as health or agriculture
assistance, with which a project could link for greater scale and impact or whether the country has
systems in place that would enhance the sustainability of the project.

USAID documentation shows that in fiscal years 2013 through 2016, the
agency provided funding for new Food for Peace development projects
only in countries on its priority list. After prioritizing and selecting countries
for development in-kind food aid, USAID selected a subset of those
priority countries for food assistance projects; issued public requests for
applications for those projects; and evaluated the applications that
implementing partners submitted. According to USAID documentation,
typically two to four new country programs began annually.

USDA Documentation Shows Processes for Annual
Country Prioritization but Does Not Consistently Show
Reasons for Aid to Nonpriority Countries
USDA Documentation Shows Country Prioritization Process
USDA guidance and other documents lay out the processes used to
prioritize countries to receive in-kind food aid through the McGovern-Dole
and Food for Progress programs in fiscal years 2013 through 2016.
According to USDA documents, USDA established priority countries each
year to make its funding decisions more strategic and to create a resultsoriented focus for both programs. USDA worked with mission staff and
country teams to identify priority countries on the basis of a number of
qualitative factors. With respect to quantitative factors, USDA guidance
has varied from year to year. In some years, USDA used a selection of
quantitative indices to narrow down the list of potential priority countries;
in one year, they relied on only qualitative criteria (see table 2 for the
criteria USDA used in fiscal years 2013 through 2016). According to
USDA documentation, the results of the annual country prioritization
process were reviewed by USDA personnel at multiple levels, and the
recommended countries were included in the notice of funding
opportunities for project proposals.
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Table 2: USDA Criteria Used to Select Priority Countries to Receive In-Kind Food Aid through McGovern-Dole and Food for
Progress Programs, Fiscal Years 2013-2016

Quantitative
criteria

Qualitative
criteria

Fiscal year 2013

Fiscal year 2014

Fiscal year 2015

Fiscal year 2016

McGovern-Dole: Income
level, undernourishment,
literacy, status as a net
food importer

No quantitative criteria

McGovern-Dole: No
quantitative criteria

Income level

Food for Progress: Income NA
level, undernourishment,
political freedom

Food for Progress: Income NA
level, political freedom,
share of value-added
agriculture measured as
the percentage of gross
domestic product

McGovern-Dole: Country
commitments to education

Ability to monitor

Ability to monitor

Ability to monitor

Country context that might
hamper USDA’s ability to
carry out a project

Country context that might
hamper USDA’s ability to
carry out a project

Country context that might
hamper USDA’s ability to
carry out a project

Country context that might
hamper USDA’s ability to
carry out a project

Past implementation
problems

Amount of USDA funding
already committed in
country

Amount of USDA funding
already committed in
country

Amount of USDA funding
already committed in
country

Politically sensitive
USDA country post
USDA country post
USDA country post
countries (e.g., Iran, Libya, comments received to date comments received to date comments received to date
Syria)
NA

Major administration
initiatives

Major administration
initiatives

Major administration
initiatives

NA

NA

USDA foreign assistance
goals

NA

Legend: USDA = U.S. Department of Agriculture
Source: USDA. | GAO-17-640

Note: Criteria shown for fiscal years 2013 through 2015 are based on USDA standard operating
procedures (SOP) for the McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child Nutrition
(McGovern-Dole) and Food for Progress programs. Criteria shown for fiscal year 2016 are stated in a
USDA decision memo and provided by USDA officials; USDA did not provide SOP documents for
fiscal year 2016.

USDA Did Not Consistently Document Reasons for Providing
Assistance to Nonpriority Countries
In fiscal years 2013 through 2016, USDA did not consistently document
its reasons for providing in-kind food aid to countries that it had not
selected for its annual priority lists for the McGovern-Dole and Food for
Progress programs. Federal standards call for management to clearly
document transactions and significant decisions in a manner that allows
the documentation to be readily available for examination. We identified
one instance where USDA documented reasons for providing assistance
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to nonpriority countries, but in two other instances USDA did not
document the reasons for providing the assistance to nonpriority
countries.
·

McGovern-Dole. USDA did not document reasons for providing inkind food aid to nonpriority countries in fiscal year 2013, although it
documented such reasons in fiscal year 2015. In fiscal year 2013, the
8 countries that received funding for McGovern-Dole projects included
2 that were not on USDA’s list of 15 priority countries for that year.
Funding for projects in these 2 countries accounted for 34 percent of
total McGovern-Dole funding in fiscal year 2013. USDA officials did
not provide documentation of the reasons for the assistance to
nonpriority countries in fiscal year 2013. In fiscal year 2015, the
McGovern-Dole program funded projects in 4 countries that were not
included on that year’s country priority list. USDA documentation
noted reasons to fund projects in 2 of the 4 countries. Funding was
requested for one project because it had been approved but not
finalized in the prior fiscal year and for another because it was an
ongoing program that was taking important steps toward
sustainability.

·

Food for Progress. USDA did not provide documentation of its
reasons for providing in-kind food aid to all countries that received
such assistance through Food for Progress in fiscal year 2015. The 6
countries that received assistance through Food for Progress that
year included 2 that were not on USDA’s list of 12 priority countries.
Funding for the projects in these 2 countries accounted for 40 percent
of total Food for Progress funding in fiscal year 2015. USDA officials
did not provide documentation of the reasons for soliciting proposals
and funding projects in countries that were not selected as priority
countries.

According to USDA officials, decisions to fund projects in countries that
were not previously selected as priorities are made by USDA leadership
through a consultative process that may not be officially documented.
USDA guidance does not clearly state a requirement to document such
decisions or indicate the information that such documentation should
include. However, without documenting its country selection decisions for
McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress, USDA cannot assure the
transparency and accountability of its funding for these programs.15

15

GAO-14-704G.
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USAID and USDA Did Not Consistently
Document Bellmon Determinations before
Signing In-Kind Food Aid Agreements
USAID and USDA did not consistently document Bellmon determinations
before signing agreements with implementing partners for in-kind food aid
projects in fiscal years 2014 and 2015. Under the Bellmon amendment,
U.S. agencies are required to determine, before supplying in-kind food
aid, that adequate storage facilities are available for U.S. in-kind food
assistance and that such assistance will not negatively affect recipient
countries’ domestic production or markets. In addition, USAID and USDA
guidance requires documentation of Bellmon determinations before food
assistance agreements are signed. In fiscal years 2014 and 2015, USAID
documented Bellmon determinations for all 6 USAID Food for Peace
emergency projects in the sample that we reviewed. However, USAID
documented Bellmon determinations before signing assistance
agreements for only 5 of the 8 Food for Peace development projects
initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 and has not updated related
guidance. USDA documented Bellmon determinations before signing
assistance agreements for only 2 of the 18 McGovern-Dole projects and 5
of the 6 Food for Progress projects in our samples initiated in those
years.16

16

We initially selected a nongeneralizable, judgmental sample of 6 USAID Food for Peace
emergency projects, 5 USAID Food for Peace development projects, 5 USDA McGovernDole projects, and 6 USDA Food for Progress projects. Our initial analysis determined that
USAID and USDA completed Bellmon determinations for the 6 USAID Food for Peace
emergency projects and the 6 USDA Food for Progress projects but did not complete
Bellmon determinations for all of the USAID Food for Peace development projects and the
USDA McGovern-Dole projects in our samples. Therefore, we expanded the scope of our
review to include all 8 USAID Food for Peace development projects and all 18 McGovernDole projects that were initiated in fiscal years 2014 or 2015.
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USAID Title II Development and Emergency In-Kind Food
Aid Programs
USAID Did Not Document Bellmon Determinations for Three
Development Projects in Bangladesh and Has Not Updated
Related Guidance
Our review of documentation for all USAID Title II development projects
initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 found that the USAID mission in
Bangladesh did not document Bellmon determinations before USAID
signed agreements with implementing partners for its fiscal year 2015
projects in Bangladesh, as USAID guidance requires. USAID guidance on
Bellmon determinations, issued in 2008, details the process by which
USAID missions are to document compliance with the Bellmon
amendment for proposed Food for Peace projects.17 The 2008 guidance
states that the USAID mission in the country where a project is proposed
is responsible for preparing a Bellmon determination—that is, a statement
specifying that the proposed distribution of commodities is in compliance
with the Bellmon amendment—before final project approval.18 According
to USAID, the standard practice for Bellmon determinations is for a
USAID mission to send a concurrence document before the award of a
food assistance project, formally concurring with the selection of
applicants and affirming that the selected projects are in compliance with
the Bellmon amendment. However, as table 3 shows, we found that the
Bellmon determinations were not documented before USAID signed
assistance agreements with implementing partners in fiscal year 2015 for
the three Bangladesh projects. USAID officials told us that, because of
the implementation of new procedures that year, the Bangladesh mission

17

See Food for Peace Information Bulletin 09-02, “New Procedure to Determine
Compliance of P.L. 480 Title II Food Aid Program Proposals with the Conditions of the
Bellmon Amendment” (2008).
18

According to USAID’s guidance, the Bellmon determination may be based on
independent market analyses as well as other factors, including subject matter experts.
USAID requires that implementing partners’ applications for development food assistance
projects discuss local market factors, potential risks that may affect distribution, and
transportation and storage infrastructure. In the absence of a USAID mission, the U.S.
diplomatic post is responsible for documenting the Bellmon determination.
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inadvertently did not document Bellmon determinations for the three
projects before USAID signed the assistance agreements.19
Table 3: USAID Documentation of Bellmon Determinations Relative to Signing of
Assistance Agreements for All Title II Food for Peace Development Projects, Fiscal
Years 2014-2015
Fiscal
year

Country

Bellmon determination
documented before agreement
was signed

Number of
months late

2014

Burundi

Completed On time

N/A

Madagascar

Completed On time

N/A

Madagascar

Completed On time

N/A

Malawi

Completed On time

N/A

Malawi

Completed On time

N/A

Bangladesh

Not Completed On time

Not documented

Bangladesh

Not Completed On time

Not documented

Bangladesh

Not Completed On time

Not documented

2015

a

Legend: ✔= completed on time. ✘= not completed on time. N/A = not applicable, USAID = U.S.
Agency for International Development
Source: GAO analysis of USAID documents. | GAO-17-640

Note: USAID guidance requires that the USAID mission in the country where a project is proposed is
responsible for preparing a Bellmon determination (i.e., a statement specifying that the proposed
distribution of commodities is in compliance with the “Bellmon amendment” to the Food for Peace
Act) before final project approval. See Food for Peace Information Bulletin 09-02, “New Procedure to
Determine Compliance of P.L. 480 Title II Food Aid Program Proposals with the Conditions of the
Bellmon Amendment” (2008). We assessed USAID’s documentation of Bellmon determinations
against the date of the signature approval of the agreement by the project’s implementing partner.
a

USAID’s Food for Peace Title II development projects may include monetization and direct
distribution components. Each of the fiscal year 2015 projects in Bangladesh included monetization of
commodities.

19

According to USAID officials, in fiscal year 2015, USAID instituted the Acquisition and
Assistance Review and Approval Document (AARAD) process, which allows USAID
senior leadership to review and provide authorization on proposed projects totaling $25
million or more. The officials told us that Food for Peace was the first program office in the
agency to use the AARAD process and that it piloted the process for its fiscal year 2015
development projects in Bangladesh. While USAID’s 2008 guidance states that a Bellmon
determination requires a statement from the USAID mission director that the proposed
distribution of commodities is in compliance with the Bellmon amendment, USAID officials
said the mission in Bangladesh inadvertently did not document mission concurrence
because they thought the newly implemented AARAD process covered the Bellmon
requirements. USAID officials noted that the AARAD process has been implemented
agency-wide and that Bellmon determinations will be completed for all future development
projects.
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However, the agency has not updated its 2008 guidance to reflect all
changes in the process for conducting Bellmon determinations.20 The
2008 guidance—which is referenced in all public USAID requests for
applications for Title II development projects in fiscal years 2014 through
2016 and which the agency and implementing partners use in developing
proposals for USAID development in-kind food aid projects—cites the
Bellmon Estimation for Title II (BEST) project as a primary source for
market information for conducting Bellmon determinations.21 However,
according to USAID officials, the BEST project was discontinued in fiscal
year 2015 and replaced first by market analyses produced by USAID and
an independent contractor and later by market analyses conducted by the
Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET).22 Federal
standards for internal control require that agencies maintain
documentation of their internal control systems, including changes to
controls. Without updating its guidance for conducting Bellmon
determinations, USAID lacks assurance that its missions and
implementing partners are following current procedures. (Fig. 4 shows
local markets in Malawi and Guatemala.)

20

In May 2017, USDA updated its guidance on conducting Bellmon determinations to
reflect current procedures.
21

According to USAID documents and officials, USAID directed FINTRAC, a consultancy,
to produce BEST reports for countries selected for food assistance projects. BEST reports
include information on market and production systems, storage capabilities, and policy
issues affecting the country. Additionally, BEST reports may include a recommendation on
the quantity of commodities that may be provided to a country without affecting its
markets.
22

FEWS NET is a leading provider of early warning and analysis on food insecurity.
Created by USAID in 1985 to help decision makers plan for humanitarian crises, FEWS
NET provides evidence-based analysis on some 36 countries. Beginning in fiscal year
2015, FEWS NET began publishing Staple Food Market Fundamentals reports, which
USAID officials described as an improvement over the BEST project due to FEWS NET’s
ongoing expertise and presence in many countries.
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Figure 4: Local Markets in Malawi and Guatemala

USAID Consistently Documented Sampled Projects’ Compliance
with Bellmon Amendment for 2014-2015 Emergency Projects
Our review of documentation of a nongeneralizable sample of six Title II
emergency food assistance projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 and
2015 and implemented by the United Nations World Food Program
(WFP) found that USAID documented compliance with the Bellmon
amendment in both the initial agreements and all modifications. According
to USAID officials, awards for Title II emergency commodities are
governed by the agency’s Annual Program Statement (APS) for
International Emergency Food Assistance.23 Additionally, according to an
official, USAID’s 2008 guidance on Bellmon determinations applies to
emergency food assistance projects as well as development projects,

23

Since 2010, USAID has issued five versions of the APS for international food assistance
(in 2010, 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2016). According to USAID officials, qualifying
international organizations, such as WFP—USAID’s primary implementing partner for
emergency food assistance—are generally exempt from the APS requirements. The Title
II emergency projects we reviewed were implemented by WFP, and USAID officials noted
that for WFP agreements the agency generally relies on WFP to conduct market
assessments used in determining compliance with the Bellmon amendment. USAID
officials said they maintain an oversight role, reviewing market assessments that are
submitted. In addition to WFP, other United Nations agencies, such as the United Nations
International Children’s Emergency Fund, may implement Title II emergency food
assistance projects.
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including the requirement to document Bellmon determinations through a
concurrence document before the award of projects.24 Figure 5 shows
USAID and WFP emergency commodities being prepared for distribution
in Malawi.
Figure 5: U.S. Agency for International Development and World Food Program Commodities Being Prepared for Distribution
in Malawi

According to USAID officials, as USAID’s largest partner for emergency
food assistance projects, WFP produces its own market analyses and
certifies its compliance with the Bellmon amendment when signing an
agreement with USAID. Those officials also told us that awards to WFP
are typically made in response to a WFP appeal to the international
community. USAID documents its response to a WFP appeal, as well as
any award, in an internal memo that details the types and quantities of
commodities to be provided as well as concurrence with the project from
the relevant USAID mission. According to WFP officials, WFP uses
internal food security assessments, commodity price information, and
logistical assessments to determine that adequate storage is regionally
available for the proposed commodities and that provision of the
commodities will not cause substantial disincentive to, or interference
with, local production or marketing. Our examination of the final
agreements between USAID and WFP for all USAID emergency projects
in our sample, as well as all modifications to those agreements, found
24

USAID’s 2016 APS requires implementing partners for emergency projects to submit a
market analysis that addresses the proposed intervention’s likely impact on the commodity
market system in the proposed location and the potential resulting risks to the community.
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that each contained a statement that WFP was in compliance with the
provisions of the Bellmon amendment.

USDA McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress Programs
USDA Did Not Document Bellmon Determinations for Most 20142015 McGovern-Dole Projects in a Timely Manner
For most McGovern-Dole projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015,
USDA did not complete its documentation of Bellmon determinations
before signing agreements with implementing partners, as its guidance
requires. USDA’s standard operating procedures (SOP) for Bellmon
determinations requires documentation of a Bellmon determination for all
food assistance projects prior to the signing of the agreement with the
implementing partner. According to the SOP, a Bellmon determination
consists of, among other items, (1) a basis for determination, which
includes an analysis of storage facilities and market disincentives related
to the Bellmon amendment, and (2) a determination by the deputy
administrator of the Office of Capacity Building and Development that the
project complies with the requirements of the Bellmon amendment.
According to agency officials, the basis for determination may rely on
information from a number of sources, including information provided by
the implementing partner and publicly available information.25 (Fig. 6
shows McGovern-Dole commodities and recipients in Guatemala.)

25

For projects that include a monetization component, USDA’s Office of Global Analysis
performs a Market Analysis for Monetization, considering information that includes the
size of the proposed commodity monetization, current and forecasted commodity prices,
and the timing of harvests in the country where the commodity is being monetized.
Officials told us that they do not have a rule for determining whether monetized
commodities will have negative market effects but that they informally consider that
monetization of a commodity for more than 10 percent of the local market for that
commodity may cause negative market effects. According to USDA’s SOP, market
analyses may consider, among other factors, whether food assistance will depress the
price of locally produced commodities, lower the priority of local-government investment,
or cause changes in eating habits that create a dependency on food imports.
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Figure 6: U.S Department of Agriculture McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child Nutrition Commodities
and Recipients in Guatemala

Our review of documentation for all McGovern-Dole projects initiated in
fiscal years 2014 and 2015 found that USDA completed both the basis for
determination and the determination by the deputy administrator for only
2 of the 18 projects before signing assistance agreements with the
projects’ implementing partners (see table 4). For 9 projects, USDA did
not document either the basis for determination or the determination by
the deputy administrator before signing assistance agreements.26 For the
remaining 7 projects, the basis for determination was completed before
the agreement was signed, but the determination by the deputy
administrator either was not completed before the agreement’s signing or
was undated. According to USDA officials, the failure to document
Bellmon determinations before the agreements were signed was an
oversight. Moreover, they noted that in at least two cases, USDA
discovered the oversight as a result of our review. Without complete and
timely documentation of Bellmon determinations for all McGovern-Dole
projects, USDA failed to comply with its guidance on Bellmon
determinations.

26

We initially reviewed a sample of five McGovern-Dole projects. However, after
identifying a lack of documentation in this initial subset of projects, we expanded the
scope of our review to include all McGovern-Dole projects in fiscal years 2014 and 2015.
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Table 4: USDA Documentation of Bellmon Determinations Relative to Signing of Assistance Agreements for All McGovernDole Projects, Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015
Documentation of Bellmon determinations for USDA McGovern-Dole projects
Basis for determination

Determination by the deputy administrator

Completed before
signing of assistance
agreement

Number of months
b
past due

No

28

Benin

Yes

N/A

No

1

Burkina Faso

Yes

N/A

No

2

Guatemala

Yes

N/A

No

1

Laos

No

28

Nepal

No

28

Yes

N/A

Senegal

No

28

Cameroon

No

18

Cote d’Ivoire

No

13

Guinea-Bissau

No

13

Haiti

No

11

Honduras

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Mali

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

c

Fiscal
year

Project location

2014

Bangladesh

Nicaragua
2015

a

Completed before
signing of assistance
agreement
Unknown

c

Number of months
b
past due
Unknown

No
Unknown

c

28
Unknown

No
c

28
Unknown

No

13
Unknown

c

Yes

N/A

Mozambique

Yes

N/A

No

1

No

13

No

13

Yes

N/A

Sierra Leone

Unknown

c

Unknown

c

Mozambique
Rwanda

Unknown

c

c

13

No
Unknown

c

1

No
Unknown

c

Unknown

c

Legend: ✔= completed on time. ✘= not completed on time. McGovern-Dole = McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child Nutrition,N/A = not applicable, USDA = U.S. Department of
Agriculture
Source: GAO analysis of USDA documents. | GAO-17-640
a

USDA’s standard operating procedures for Bellmon determinations for McGovern-Dole international
food assistance projects require the completion of, among other items, (1) a basis for determination
and (2) a determination by the deputy administrator of the Office of Capacity Building and
Development before USDA signs an assistance agreement with the implementing partner for the
project.
b

Number of months between the date the assistance agreement was signed and the documentation
was signed.
c

The determination by the deputy administrator was completed but undated.

USDA Generally Documented Bellmon Determinations for Sampled
2014-2015 Food for Progress Projects
Our review of documentation for a nongeneralizable sample of six Food
for Progress projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 found that for
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five of the six projects, USDA documented both a basis for determination
and a determination by the deputy administrator before signing an
agreement with each project’s implementing partner (see table 5).
USDA’s SOP for Bellmon determinations, which applies to both the
McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress programs, requires
documentation of Bellmon determinations for all Food for Progress
projects before the signing of agreements with the projects’ implementing
partners.27 According to the SOP, a Bellmon determination consists of,
among other items, (1) a basis for determination, which includes an
analysis of storage facilities and market disincentives related to the
Bellmon amendment; and (2) a determination by the deputy administrator
of the Office of Capacity Building and Development that the project
complies with the requirements of the Bellmon amendment. We found
that in one instance, USDA documented the basis for determination
before signing the agreement but did not document the determination by
the deputy administrator until a month later.

27

USDA’s SOP applies to food assistance agreements with both private organizations and
foreign governments.
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Table 5: USDA Documentation of Bellmon Determinations Relative to Signing of Assistance Agreements for Sampled Food
for Progress Projects, Fiscal Years 2014 and 2015
Documentation of Bellmon determinations
Basis for determination

a

Determination by the deputy administrator

Completed before
signing of
assistance
agreement

Number of months
past due

Completed before
signing of assistance
agreement

Number of months past
due

Fiscal
year

Project location

2014

Guatemala

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Nicaragua

Yes

N/A

No

1

Philippines

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Dominican
Republic

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Ghana

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Mali

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

2015

Legend: Yes= completed on time. ✘= not completed on time. N/A = not applicable, USDA = U.S. Department of Agriculture
Source: GAO analysis of USDA documents. | GAO-17-640
a

USDA’s standard operating procedures for Bellmon determinations for international food assistance
projects, including Food for Progress projects require the completion of (1) a basis for determination
and (2) a determination by the deputy administrator of the Office of Capacity Building and
Development before USDA signs an assistance agreement with the implementing partner for the
project.

Price Data Show Potential Negative Effects of
U.S. In-Kind Food Aid on Local Markets, but
USAID and USDA Have Not Required Market
Monitoring or Evaluation
Our analysis of commodity price data found potential negative market
effects of U.S. in-kind food aid in a sample of countries that received it at
some point in 2014 through 2016. Neither USAID nor USDA required
implementing partners to monitor or evaluate markets for potential
negative effects of in-kind food aid projects during that period. Our
analysis of price data for key commodities in nine countries that received
in-kind food aid at some point in 2014 through 2016 found that there were
instances from August 2015 through July 2016 when prices were
significantly lower during that period than we predicted on the basis of
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historical and seasonal trends.28 Although both agencies generally require
or promote monitoring and evaluation of project performance and
outcomes, until recently neither agency specifically required implementing
partners to conduct ongoing monitoring of markets to identify any
potential negative effects of in-kind food aid, such as unusual changes in
commodity prices. Additionally, neither agency required implementing
partners to evaluate or assess whether in-kind food aid had caused
negative market effects after project completion. In December 2016,
USAID began requiring implementing partners for emergency programs
to conduct ongoing monitoring of markets as well as market assessments
after project completion to identify any negative market effects. USAID
and USDA monitoring and evaluation policies stress the importance of
monitoring to identify implementation challenges as well as evaluation or
assessment to ensure that completed projects achieved intended results
and to improve future projects. Without monitoring of markets during
project implementation, agencies miss the opportunity to identify potential
negative effects and to make course corrections to mitigate those
effects.29 Without evaluating or assessing markets after project
completion, the agencies miss the opportunity to identify lessons learned
that could be used to ensure that future projects do not cause
disincentives to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing.
The agencies may also lack information that could inform their Bellmon
determinations for future projects.

Commodity Prices in a Sample of Countries Receiving
Food Assistance Were Significantly Lower Than Predicted
Given Historical and Seasonal Trends
We found some instances in which prices of key commodities in a sample
of countries that received food aid were lower than would be predicted as
a result of normal seasonality and trends. Lower-than-predicted prices
may negatively affect local farmers and traders by reducing income but
may also positively affect local consumers by increasing their purchasing
power. Our analysis of commodity prices in a nongeneralizable sample of
28

We also found instances of unusually high prices, consistent with the need for
commodity distribution during food crises (see app. II). However, our focus is on unusually
low prices, since they may signal an unusually high supply or low demand that could be
problematic in the context of commodity provision.
29

Agency officials told us course corrections could include changes in the type or amount
of commodities, or the timing of distribution of commodities, among other actions.
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nine countries that received U.S. in-kind food aid for some period in 2014
through 2016 found, in eight of the countries, at least one instance when
prices in August 2015 through July 2016 were lower than would be
predicted as a result of normal seasonality and trends (see table 6).
During this time period, we found that 12 percent of the time there were
unusually low prices of key staple commodities for the nine countries.
Table 6: Observations with Unusually Low Commodity Prices in Nine Countries That Received U.S. In-Kind Food Aid, August
2015–July 2016
Country

Total number of
observations

Bangladesh
Burundi
Colombia
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Ghana
Guatemala

Number of observations
Percentage of
showing unusually low observations showing
prices
unusually low prices

72

2

3

192

44

23

17

0

0

60

4

7

660

80

12

15

7

47

Haiti

180

3

2

Malawi

456

53

12

113

16

14

1765

209

12

South Sudan
Total
Source: GAO analysis of World Food Program commodity price data. | GAO-17-640

Notes: The data shown represent monthly observations of prices for key commodities (e.g., rice,
cassava, maize) from August 2015 through July 2016 in local markets in the nine countries shown.
We used price data beginning in 2001 or later (depending on data availability) to examine long-term
seasonality and price trends. Unusually low prices are defined as those that differed from predicted
prices (predicted on the basis of seasonality and trends) by more than one standard deviation. See
GAO-17-640, appendix II, for a complete description of our price analysis.

For example, prices of local staple commodities in Malawi and Guatemala
were significantly lower than would be predicted based on seasonality
and other factors. In the Nsanje district of Malawi, U.S. in-kind
commodities were distributed from October 2015 to April 2016. In March
and April 2016, prices of maize (a local staple) were significantly lower
than would typically be predicted based on historical price modeling (fig. 7
shows a maize vendor in a Nsanje market).30 Implementing partner staff
and local market experts told us that market prices may have fallen as a
result of the distribution of emergency food assistance; they also noted
30

See app. II for a complete description of our price analysis.
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that the lower prices improved food security for the local population.31 In
Guatemala, white-maize prices in the central market were unusually low
during most of 2015, with the largest discrepancy between predicted and
actual prices occurring from July through October.32 During this period,
U.S. in-kind commodities were distributed in several regions of the
country. In August 2015, the standardized difference between the actual
and predicted prices for white maize was 1.63, corresponding to a
difference of approximately 17 percent; the actual price was unusually
low, with a likelihood of occurrence of approximately 1 in 20 in this
market. Representatives of the food processing industry we met with in
Guatemala expressed concern that, because of the scope of food aid in
the country, the food aid projects might affect their business.
Figure 7: Maize Vendor Using Recycled U.S. Agency for International Development
Commodity Bags in Nsanje, Malawi

Although the unusually low prices that we identified may not be
attributable to in-kind food aid distribution, negative market effects from
31

At the time, prices were significantly higher than normal owing to an historic drought.
According to implementing partners and food assistance recipients, the fall in prices
improved food security outcomes for Malawians.
32

According to USDA and Guatemalan government officials, most products distributed in
the country pass first through the central wholesale market. Thus, prices in the central
market may represent prices throughout the country.
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distribution of the commodities could include lower-than-predicted market
prices.33 Without ongoing monitoring of markets during project
implementation or evaluation or assessment of markets after project
completion, USAID, USDA, and their implementing partners may remain
unaware of the occurrence of unusually low prices and may miss
opportunities for adjusting the type or amount of assistance in response
to observed price behavior.

USAID and USDA Generally Promote Monitoring and
Evaluation to Strengthen Accountability and Improve
Performance
USAID policy generally expresses the agency’s aim to “do no harm” and
promote monitoring during project implementation and evaluation after
project completion to strengthen accountability and improve performance.
USDA guidance expresses the department’s goal of improving food
security and child development, and USDA monitoring and evaluation
guidance states that the purpose of the agency’s policy is to
institutionalize results-oriented management to ensure that public
resources are used as effectively and efficiently as possible.
USAID
·

USAID’s Food for Peace Food Assistance and Food Security Strategy
states that “do no harm” is a guiding principle of all its food assistance
programs, with the goal of reducing hunger and malnutrition in
vulnerable populations around the world. USAID guidance for all
USAID officers and implementing partners, Monitoring and Evaluation
Responsibilities of Food for Peace Multi-Year Assistance Program
Awardees, notes that monitoring reveals whether desired results are
occurring and whether assistance objectives are on track.34 The
guidance also states that monitoring allows Food for Peace and its
partners to track progress toward planned results and to influence
decision making and resource allocation.

·

USAID evaluation policy notes that evaluations prevent mistakes from
being repeated and that projects’ fundamental assumptions should be

33

Market prices may be influenced by a variety of factors, including weather, input prices,
and the size and targeting of in-kind food aid. The model we used helps identify anomalies
in prices but not to identify the specific cause of such anomalies.
34

Food for Peace Information Bulletin 09-06 (July 30, 2009).
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evaluated. USAID policy notes that evaluations of projects that are
well designed and well executed can systematically generate
knowledge about the magnitude and determinants of project
performance, permitting those who design and implement projects
and those who develop programs and strategies—including USAID
staff, host governments, and a wide range of partners—to refine
designs and introduce improvements into future efforts. USAID policy
also notes that learning requires careful selection of evaluation
questions to test fundamental assumptions underlying project
designs. Additionally, the guidance notes that evaluation is used to
identify the reasons for success or lack of success, assess effects and
impacts, and indicate which activities and approaches are the most
efficient and effective.
USDA
·

USDA guidance notes that assistance provided by implementing
partners is expected to not disrupt commercial sales or create market
disincentives for local production. USDA policy notes that a primary
concern is that resources reach the target beneficiaries and produce
the intended changes to reduce food insecurity, improve literacy,
increase agricultural productivity, and expand trade.

·

USDA policy promotes continuous monitoring to strengthen
accountability and improve program performance and operations.
USDA’s policy notes that continuous monitoring during the
implementation of projects will assist project management in
identifying challenges and determining whether midcourse project
changes need to be made and how such changes should be
implemented. The policy also notes that monitoring helps to
demonstrate that projects are implemented in compliance with agreed
rules and standards.

·

USDA policy notes that evaluations are used to deepen the
department’s understanding about how and why things work or do not
work, to provide evidence of success, and to strengthen future
programming and strategic planning. Specifically, the policy states
that evaluations aim to assess the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency,
sustainability, and impact of a project or program.
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USAID Did Not Require Monitoring or Evaluation of
Markets for In-Kind Food Aid Projects We Reviewed but
Now Requires Both for Emergency Projects
USAID Development Projects
Although USAID Food for Peace program guidance contains a number of
requirements regarding monitoring and evaluation of development
projects, the guidance does not require development partners to monitor
or evaluate markets for potential negative effects during and after
implementation of projects providing in-kind food aid. USAID requires
implementing partners to include monitoring plans in their project designs,
including plans for monitoring risks, such as conflict, drought, or changes
in government policies, that may negatively affect expected results.
USAID also requires implementing partners to annually submit a Pipeline
and Resources Estimate Proposal describing their development food aid
resource needs and planned activities for the coming year and providing
supplemental information regarding Bellmon analyses, such as
information showing that food aid would not interfere in local markets.
However, the guidance does not require implementing partners to provide
specific information on potential market effects, such as unusual changes
in prices. Instead, the guidance suggests that implementing partners
provide evidence that the methodology used to determine beneficiary
populations ensures that the beneficiaries are indeed food insecure and
that the proposed food aid distribution will be additive. Some of the
proposals we reviewed stated that continued in-kind food aid would not
negatively affect local markets. However, the proposals did not analyze
potential market effects, such as unusual changes in prices.
USAID officials told us that the agency conducts limited monitoring of
markets during implementation of development projects providing in-kind
food aid; however, the monitoring is for purposes other than determining
potential negative market effects. For example, a USAID implementing
partner in Malawi monitored prices of key commodities to determine a
wage rate for projects that provided in-kind food aid in exchange for labor
on local projects. Additionally, our review of project documentation for five
USAID development programs found that none included monitoring of
markets for potential negative effects.
USAID requires evaluations or final reports of development projects but
does not require these project evaluations or reports to include analysis of
any effect of the project on local markets. According to USAID evaluation
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policy, final evaluations must be conducted by an independent party and
are intended to evaluate project outcomes, such as number of
beneficiaries, and improvements in beneficiary nutritional status. We
reviewed 10 final evaluations or reports completed in 2014 to 2015 for
USAID development programs and found that none of the evaluations or
reports included an analysis of the project’s potential effects on local
markets.

USAID Emergency Projects
USAID guidance for emergency in-kind food aid projects initiated in 2014
and 2015 included a number of monitoring and evaluation requirements
for implementing partners. However, the guidance did not require
partners distributing in-kind food aid to monitor markets for potential
negative effects.35 USAID emergency projects initiated in fiscal years
2014 and 2015 were required to have final reports, but the final reports
were not required to include an assessment of the effect of the project on
local markets.36 We reviewed five USAID final evaluations or reports
completed in fiscal years 2014 and 2015 for USAID emergency projects
and found that none of the evaluations or reports assessed whether the
assistance affected prices in local markets or had other potential negative
market effects.
In December 2016, USAID began requiring market monitoring and final
reporting for emergency projects implemented after that date with a
planned duration of 10 months or more. According to a USAID official, the
agency changed the policy for emergency projects in response to prior
GAO recommendations.37 USAID officials noted that this change would
strengthen its monitoring and evaluation of projects to help ensure
improved program oversight. Specifically, USAID now requires
implementing partners for emergency projects to develop a monitoring
and evaluation plan that includes market monitoring and reporting on
price changes over time, including comparisons with normal seasonal
35

USAID partners implementing cash or voucher food assistance projects were required to
monitor markets.
36

For assistance projects that include cash and vouchers, WFP’s policy is to reassess the
value of the assistance provided if prices for staple foods fluctuate by 10 percent or more.
According to WFP officials, WFP may also change the assistance modality as a result of
price fluctuations. See GAO-16-819.
37

See GAO-16-819.
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price changes. USAID also requires implementing partners to monitor for
unexpected market impacts and to report on course corrections made.
Additionally, USAID now requires implementing partners to submit a final
report that includes a discussion of unexpected market impacts or
disincentives to local production as well as course corrections made. A
USAID official told us the new requirements do not apply to USAID
development programs.38

USDA Does Not Require Monitoring and Evaluation of
Potential Negative Market Effects for McGovern-Dole and
Food for Progress Projects
USDA McGovern-Dole Projects
USDA guidance for the McGovern-Dole program includes a number of
requirements regarding project monitoring and evaluation but does not
require implementing partners to monitor or evaluate markets for potential
negative effects of the projects. For example, USDA requires
implementing partners to monitor and evaluate outcomes of the projects,
such as the number of school children receiving daily meals, training
provided on food preparation and storage practices, and improved
student attendance. However, our review of a sample of five McGovernDole programs found that the agreements did not require implementing
partners to monitor markets for any negative effects of the projects.
Additionally, representatives from an implementing partner we met with
told us they do not monitor markets to determine whether food assistance
may be causing negative effects. However, the same implementing
partner representatives told us they periodically check market prices to
determine what local families pay for key commodities, which helps in
determining the types of commodities the families are buying and the
amounts they are consuming.39

38

In March 2017, USAID agreed to implement our recommendation to collect complete
and consistent monitoring data from implementing partners for development projects on
the use of 202(e) funding for cash transfers, food vouchers, and local and regional
procurement of commodities. See GAO-17-224.
39

According to the implementing partner representatives, they may use this information to
augment the ration composition at schools. For example, they may increase the protein
level in rations if they determine that families may not be consuming enough protein.
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USDA requires final evaluations of McGovern-Dole projects unless the
project agreement specifies otherwise, but USDA does not require the
evaluations to include an assessment of the project’s effect on local
markets. Our review of 12 McGovern-Dole evaluations found that 1
evaluation partially addressed the project’s effect on local markets, noting
that the project may have contributed in some degree to making local rice
production less competitive. However, the evaluation concluded that the
amount of commodities provided as in-kind assistance was a small
percentage of rice consumption and therefore would not have a disruptive
impact. None of the other 11 McGovern-Dole evaluations addressed
whether the project had potentially affected local markets.

USDA Food for Progress Projects
USDA guidance contains requirements for monitoring and evaluation of
Food for Progress projects, but the required monitoring and evaluation is
not intended to identify potential negative market effects. Because USDA
Food for Progress projects involve the sale of commodities on local
markets, with proceeds from the sale used to fund development projects
in the recipient country, according to USDA officials, USDA requires
monitoring of prices of the proposed commodities before and after the
sale to determine whether the commodities were sold at fair market prices
that brought favorable returns on investment. In addition, USDA monitors
prices before and after monetizing commodities for Food for Progress and
evaluates past performance before monetizing additional commodities.
USDA officials told us that they do not plan for monitoring of market
impacts during project implementation or for evaluation of markets after
program completion.
While USDA requires evaluations of all Food for Progress projects, it
does not require the evaluations to include an assessment of potential
negative market effects. Our review of eight Food for Progress
evaluations completed in 2014 and 2015 found that none of them
included a discussion of the effects on local markets.

Conclusions
The in-kind food aid that the United States provides through USAID and
USDA benefits millions of people around the world. However, the need for
food aid exceeds the amount of funding available and, therefore, proper
stewardship of limited resources is essential. As the first step in
determining where to allocate government funding, the selection of
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countries to receive food aid is an important decision. While USAID has
documented its prioritization and selection of countries, USDA has not
consistently documented its decisions to provide assistance to countries
that did not meet its initial selection criteria. Without consistent
documentation of these decisions, USDA’s prioritization and selection of
countries to receive in-kind food aid lacks transparency and
accountability.
Because the provision of in-kind food aid can distort local markets and
displace commercial trade in recipient countries, it is important that
agencies take steps to monitor the effects of food aid commodities on
local markets. However, neither USAID nor USDA has consistently
documented before signing assistance agreements, as their own
guidance requires, their determinations that adequate storage facilities
are available for these commodities in the recipient countries and that the
commodities provided will not negatively affect recipient countries’
domestic production or markets. In some cases, they have documented
these Bellmon determinations a year or more after implementation of food
aid projects began. Timely documentation of Bellmon determinations
would help agencies ensure compliance with their guidance, thereby
furthering the goal of ensuring that food aid does not create unintended
consequences on local markets.
Until recently, neither agency required monitoring or evaluation of market
effects of U.S. in-kind food aid. In December 2016, USAID implemented
requirements for monitoring and evaluation of market effects during and
after implementation of emergency in-kind food aid projects but did not
implement this requirement for development projects. However, we found
evidence of unusually low prices for key commodities in some countries
that received U.S. in-kind food aid, representing a potential negative
effect on producers and domestic marketing. While we did not determine
the cause of these low prices, without monitoring, evaluating, or
assessing local markets in countries where they provide in-kind food aid,
USAID and USDA have limited ability to identify any negative market
effects resulting from delivery of the commodities. In addition, the
agencies lack access to information that could be useful for making any
needed midcourse corrections as well as information that could be used
to ensure that future projects do not cause disincentives to, or interfere
with, domestic production or marketing.
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Recommendations
To help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment, the
provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing in
countries receiving in-kind food aid, we recommend that the USAID
Administrator take the following four actions:
·

Ensure that Bellmon determinations are documented for all food
assistance projects prior to the provision of commodities, consistent
with agency guidance.

·

Update guidance on Bellmon determinations to reflect current policies
and procedures.

·

Monitor markets during implementation of development projects to
identify any potential negative effects, such as unusual changes in
prices.

·

Evaluate markets after development projects are completed to
determine whether markets were negatively affected during project
implementation or after project completion.

To ensure the transparency and accountability of USDA’s selection of
countries to receive in-kind food aid, we recommend that the Secretary of
Agriculture take the following action:
·

Develop guidance to require documentation of the reasons for
providing funding to countries that were not on the priority list.

In addition, to help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment,
the provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing in
countries receiving in-kind food aid, we recommend that the Secretary of
Agriculture take the following three actions:
·

Ensure that Bellmon determinations are documented for all food
assistance projects prior to the provision of commodities, consistent
with agency guidance.

·

Monitor markets during implementation of McGovern-Dole projects to
identify any potential negative effects, such as unusual changes in
prices.
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·

Evaluate markets after the completion of McGovern-Dole and Food
for Progress projects to determine whether markets were negatively
affected during project implementation or after project completion.

Agency Comments
We provided a draft of this report to USAID and USDA for
comment. Both agencies provided substantive comments, which are
reprinted in appendixes III and IV, respectively. Each agency concurred
with the recommendations we addressed to it and outlined steps it plans
to take in response. For example, USAID intends to update and reissue
its guidance on Bellmon determinations, and USDA plans to develop
guidance for program recipients on monitoring markets and identifying
potential market impacts. Separately, USDA also provided technical
comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of
this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the
report date. At that time, we will send copies to the appropriate
congressional committees, the Administrator of the U.S. Agency for
International Development, and the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on the
GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.
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If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact
me at (202) 512-9601 or melitot@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices
of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last
page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report
are listed in appendix V.
Sincerely yours,

Thomas Melito
Director, International Affairs and Trade
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Methodology
In this report, we examined the extent to which the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) have (1) documented their selection of countries to
receive U.S. in-kind food aid through, respectively, USAID Food for
Peace emergency and development projects and USDA McGovern-Dole
International Food for Education and Child Nutrition (McGovern-Dole) and
Food for Progress projects; (2) documented Bellmon determinations
before signing agreements for such projects; and (3) monitored and
evaluated local markets during and after project implementation to identify
any negative effects that may have been caused by the distribution of inkind food aid.
To address our first objective, we reviewed documentation of processes
that USAID and USDA used to select countries to receive international
food assistance for their programs providing U.S. in-kind food
assistance—USAID’s Food for Peace emergency and development
programs and USDA’s Food for Progress and McGovern-Dole programs.
We also reviewed any related USAID and USDA analyses and final
documentation of country selections for fiscal years 2013 and 2016. In
addition, we spoke with USAID and USDA officials regarding their
processes. We also spoke with officials of organizations, such as the
Famine Early Warning Systems Network (FEWS NET) and the World
Food Program (WFP), whose data the agencies may use in developing
their food assistance programming.1
To address our second and third objectives, we reviewed the Bellmon
amendment to Section 212 of the International Development and Food
Assistance Act of 1977; USAID and USDA guidance related to
compliance with the amendment; and documentation specific to approval
and monitoring of projects. We selected nongeneralizable, judgmental
samples comprising 22 projects initiated in fiscal years 2014 or 2015 with
a commodity component of $1 million or greater—six USAID Food for
Peace emergency projects, five USAID Food for Peace development
1

FEWS NET provides early warning and analysis of food insecurity in more than 36
countries. FEWS NET members include USAID, USDA, and other federal entities as well
as private sector entities.
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projects, five USDA McGovern-Dole projects, and six USDA Food for
Progress projects.2 In addition to considering the total amount of
commodities of the projects, we considered the following criteria in
selecting these projects: (1) security in the country where the project is
located; (2) the type of implementing partner that received the award
(e.g., government, multilateral organization, nongovernmental
organization); (3) the awardee (e.g., WFP or a specific government or
nongovernmental organization); (4) the value of the commodity costs,
both in absolute terms and relative to other projects; (5) the presence of
FEWS NET offices in the country; and (6) for USDA projects, the
presence of a USDA attaché or attaché coverage in the country. In
addition, we selected, from among the 15 countries represented in our
samples, Guatemala and Malawi as the locations for site visits. We based
our selection of these two countries on a number of criteria, including the
existence of multiple programs and projects in the country; the type of
implementing partner for each project in the country (e.g., whether it was
a government, multilateral, or nongovernment organization); and the
presence of market monitoring apparatuses, including FEWS NET.
To examine the extent to which USAID and USDA documented projects’
compliance with the Bellmon amendment requirements, we reviewed
agency guidance on performing and documenting Bellmon
determinations. Because both USAID and USDA guidance requires
documentation of Bellmon determinations before such agreements are
signed, we also created a data collection instrument to review the
agencies’ documentation of determinations relative to their signing of final
agreements with implementing partners for the projects in our samples.
After determining that the agencies had not completed all required
Bellmon determinations for our nongeneralizable samples of 5 USAID
Food for Peace development and 5 USDA McGovern-Dole projects, we
expanded our analysis to include all 8 USAID Food for Peace
development projects and all 18 USDA McGovern-Dole projects initiated
in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, to provide precise counts for those projects

2

We selected five projects from each program and, on the basis of the relative size of the
programs, selected an additional project from the larger program at each agency—that is,
one additional USAID Food for Peace emergency project and one additional USDA Food
for Progress project. Thus, our samples consisted of 6 of 41 Food for Peace emergency
projects, 5 of 8 USAID Food for Peace development projects, 5 of 18 USDA McGovernDole projects, and 6 of 17 USDA Food for Progress projects initiated in fiscal years 2014
or 2015 with a commodity component of $1 million or greater—a total of 22 projects.
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for these 2 years.3 Our final samples of projects for this analysis therefore
consisted of a nongeneralizable sample of 6 USAID Food for Peace
emergency projects, a generalizable sample of 8 USAID Food for Peace
development projects, a generalizable sample of 18 USDA McGovernDole projects, and a nongeneralizable sample of 6 USDA Food for
Progress projects—a total of 38 projects (see table 7).
Table 7: Initial and Final Samples of USAID and USDA Projects Examined for
Compliance with Agency Guidance on Bellmon Determinations, Fiscal Years 20142015
Program

Initial sample

Additional projects

Final
sample

USAID Food for Peace Emergency

6

N/A

6

USAID Food for Peace
Development

5

3

8

USDA McGovern-Dole

5

13

18

USDA Food for Progress

6

N/A

6

22

16

38

Total

Legend: McGovern-Dole = McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child Nutrition, N/A = not applicable
Source: GAO analysis of U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) data. |
GAO-17-640

Note: To examine the extent to which USAID and USDA documented “Bellmon determinations” of inkind food aid projects’ compliance with Section 212 of the International Development and Food
Assistance Act of 1977—commonly referred to as the Bellmon amendment to the Food for Peace
Act—we selected nongeneralizable, judgmental samples comprising a total of 22 projects initiated in
fiscal years 2014 or 2015 with a commodity component of $1 million or greater—6 (of 41) USAID
Food for Peace emergency projects, 5 (of 8) USAID Food for Peace development projects, 5 (of 18)
USDA McGovern-Dole projects, and 6 (of 17) USDA Food for Progress projects. After determining
that USAID and USDA did not complete all required Bellmon determinations for the samples of 5
USAID Food for Peace development and 5 USDA McGovern-Dole projects, we expanded these two
samples to include all 8 Food for Peace development projects and all 18 McGovern-Dole projects
initiated in fiscal years 2014 and 2015. The final samples for these two programs are therefore
generalizable.

Additionally, we met with officials from USAID, USDA, FEWS NET, and
implementing partners from selected nongovernmental organizations that
were awarded USAID and USDA funds via Title II of the Food for Peace
Act in Washington, D.C. While in Guatemala and Malawi, we met with
officials from USAID and USDA responsible for monitoring in-kind food
assistance projects, implementing partners, foreign-government
ministries, FEWS NET, private sector organizations involved in price

3

Our analysis did not identify deficiencies in the documentation of Bellmon determinations
for the six USAID Food for Peace emergency projects or the six USDA Food Progress
projects in our samples.
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monitoring and monetization of donated in-kind commodities, and
beneficiaries.
To examine the extent to which agencies monitored and evaluated for
market effects during and after project implementation, we reviewed
agency guidance on monitoring and evaluation, including agency
requirements for implementing partners. We also reviewed standards for
internal control in the federal government.4 We created a data collection
instrument to capture information on implementing partners’ monitoring
and reporting plans as well as the assistance agreements between the
agencies and implementing partners. We analyzed all 22 of the projects
in our initial samples using this methodology. To identify any unusually
low prices of key commodities for our study countries, particularly in the
period from August 2015 through July 2016 and during the periods of inkind food aid distribution for countries for which we had distribution
information, we analyzed price data for 9 of the 15 countries represented
in our samples and assessed the extent to which actual prices deviated
from the prices we predicted on the basis of normal seasonality and
trends.5 In addition, we manually reviewed all 15 USAID and 20 USDA
program evaluations involving in-kind commodities that the agencies
indicated were completed in fiscal years 2014 and 2015. We reviewed
these 35 evaluations for discussions of the projects’ market impacts,
including any disincentives or interferences in production or marketing,
and of storage facilities or commodity management. To help ensure the
validity of our manual review of the evaluations, we also used a
computer-assisted automated text analysis to identify passages that the
manual review could have missed. Specifically, the text analysis searched
each evaluation for 30 search terms relating to market impacts,
disincentives or interferences in production or marketing, storage
facilities, or commodity management. We reviewed any passages
identified through the text analysis for relevance and applicability to the
requirements of the Bellmon amendment.
We conducted this performance audit from January 2016 through July
2017 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for
4

See GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G
(Washington, D.C.: September 2014)
5

See app. II for a complete description of the analysis of food prices.
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our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe
that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings
and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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We analyzed monthly market price data in selected countries that had
received U.S. in-kind food aid sometime in 2014 through 2016. Our
analysis was designed to identify any unusual deviations of prices from
their long-term seasonal trends but not to identify specific causes of such
anomalies. The “Bellmon amendment” to the Food for Peace Act requires
U.S. agencies to determine, before providing international food
assistance, that the distribution of commodities in recipient countries will
not result in substantial disincentive or interference with domestic
production and marketing in the country.1 If not properly targeted, an
influx of in-kind food aid has the potential to lower prices and thus hurt
local producers and disincentivize local production.

Data Sources
We used World Food Program (WFP) monthly price data for markets and
commodities in a selected set of countries. According to its
documentation, WFP collects such data primarily for countries where it
operates, obtaining the data from its country offices or from national
government agencies and partner organizations.2 WFP price data were
available for 10 of the 15 countries represented in our awards sample, all
of which received U.S. in-kind food aid sometime in 2014 through 2016.
We excluded pairings of markets and commodities with price data for
fewer than 60 months, which reduced the number of market-commodity
pairs by 33 percent. We also excluded market-commodity pairs with price
data unavailable for more than 30 percent of the total months covered in
the series, which reduced the number of market-commodity pairs with
data for at least 60 months by an additional 28 percent. The price data for
1

The “Bellmon amendment,” originally adopted as Section 212 of the International
Development and Food Assistance Act of 1977 (Pub. L. No. 95-88), is now codified at 7
U.S.C. 1773(a). The Bellmon amendment also requires that U.S. agencies determine,
before providing the food assistance, that adequate storage facilities will be available to
prevent the spoilage or waste of the commodity.
2

Each WFP data record contains a variety of information, such as price, month, country,
market, commodity type, and unit of measurement. For some countries, the data records
also include retail or wholesale prices, or both, at subnational levels.
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9 of the 10 countries for which data were available passed these two
selection filters. For this sample of nine countries, we analyzed wholesale
prices when they were available and we analyzed retail prices when
wholesale prices were not available; wholesale prices were available for
approximately 38 percent of the market-commodity pairs in our sample.
The period of data coverage varies across markets; for example, data for
one market covered 2001 through 2015, while data for several other
markets covered 2008 through 2016. For each market-commodity pair,
we used the earliest available data. Table 8 below lists the countries,
commodities, numbers of markets covered, and time frames of the data
we used in our analysis.
Table 8: Countries, Commodities, Number of Markets Covered, and Time Frames of Data Used to Analyze Monthly Market
Prices in Countries That Received U.S. In-Kind Food Aid at Some Point in 2014-2016
Country

Commodity

Number of markets

Time frame

Bangladesh

Rice (coarse)

6

2004–2016

Burundi

Beans

6

2003–2016

Cassava flour

6

2003–2016

Maize (white)

4

2007–2016

Colombia

Maize (white)

3

2005–2015

Democratic Republic of the Congo

Maize

11

2008–2016

Ghana

Cassava

14

2008–2016

Maize

15

2008–2016

Rice (local)

12

2008–2016

Yam

14

2008–2016

Beans (black)

2

2001–2015

Maize (white)

1

2002–2015

Maize meal (local)

9

2005–2016

Rice (tchako)

7

2005–2016

39

2003–2016

Guatemala
Haiti
Malawi

Maize

South Sudan

Maize (white)

4

2007–2016

Sorghum (white)

6

2006–2016

Source: GAO analysis of World Food Program commodity price data. | GAO-17-640

Methodology
Our analysis sought to identify any abnormally low local prices for the
selected market-commodity pairs in the countries represented in our
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sample, particularly from August 2015 through July 2016 and during the
periods of in-kind food aid distribution for countries with available
distribution information. In performing this analysis, we examined the
magnitude of differences between predicted and actual prices as well as
the distribution of these price differences.
To measure the magnitude of price differences in a given period, we used
the following statistic: let dif=
(i.e., the difference
between actual and predicted price, given seasonality and time trends),
then define the standardized price difference=dif/sd(dif) (i.e., the severity
of the difference between actual and predicted prices compared with the
usual variability in this difference). We looked at lower-than-predicted
prices as well as higher-than-predicted prices and at the distribution of the
statistic. We conducted the analysis for each commodity in each market
separately.3
For each country-market-commodity monthly series, we first estimated
the following equation.4

where
is the price at time t

is a linear time trend

3

Missing price data were interpolated between periods. In cases where the series were
not stationary, the analysis was performed on the first differences of prices.
4

For the theoretical framework we used for the price analysis, see Claude Araujo,
Catherine Araujo-Bonjean, and Stéphanie Brunelin, “Alert at Maradi: Preventing Food
Crises by Using Price Signals,” World Development, vol. 40, no.9 (2012). WFP has used
this framework in computing its Alert for Price Spikes indicator, which WFP uses to
monitor markets by identifying unusually high prices.
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is a set of 12 monthly indicators to control for seasonality, and

is the error term
We then calculated the difference between the market price and the
predicted price for each period:

where
is:

is the predicted price based on seasonality and trends, that

Finally, we estimated the following for each period:

where

is the standard deviation of the residuals.

The price difference in standard deviations is a measure of intensity in the
price difference between observed market prices and predicted prices.

Results
Our analysis of commodity prices in a nongeneralizable sample of nine
countries that received U.S. in-kind food aid at some point in 2014
through 2016 found that in eight of the countries there was at least one
instance in August 2015 through July 2016 when prices were lower than
we predicted on the basis of normal seasonality and trends. During this
period, observed prices in these eight countries included at least one
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instance in which actual prices were lower than predicted by more than
one standard deviation—an unusual event for any market. As table 9
shows, almost 12 percent of the total month-market-commodity
observations in these countries were of unusually low observed prices.
Although unusually high prices were more common than unusually low
prices, which would be expected if food aid is distributed during crises,
unusually low prices occurred frequently in some of the countries. For
instance, in Guatemala and Burundi, unusually low prices were a frequent
occurrence, with 47 percent and 23 percent, respectively, of the monthmarket-commodity observations showing prices that were more than one
standard deviation lower than we predicted. Although we cannot attribute
these unusually low prices to food aid distribution, negative effects from
distribution of in-kind assistance could include lower-than-predicted
market prices.5
Table 9: Price Observations for Key Commodities in Local Markets in Nine Countries That Received U.S. In-Kind Food Aid,
August 2015–July 2016
Country

Bangladesh
Burundi

Total
observations

Total Percentage of
Total Percentage of
Total Percentage of
observations observations observations observations observations observations
with unusually with unusually with unusually with unusually with midrange with midrange
low prices
low prices
high prices
high prices
prices
prices

72

2

3

2

3

68

94

192

44

23

43

22

105

55

Colombia

17

0

0

5

29

12

71

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo

60

4

7

2

3

54

90

660

80

12

129

20

451

68

15

7

47

0

0

8

53

Ghana
Guatemala
Haiti

180

3

2

21

12

156

87

Malawi

456

53

12

153

34

250

55

South Sudan

113

16

14

54

48

43

38

1765

209

12

409

23

1147

65

Total

Source: GAO analysis of World Food Program commodity price data. | GAO-17-640

Notes: The data shown represent monthly observations of prices for key commodities (e.g., rice,
cassava, maize) from August 2015 through July 2016 in local markets in the nine countries shown.
We used price data beginning in 2001 or later (depending on data availability) to examine long-term
seasonality and price trends. Unusually low/high prices are defined as those where actual prices are
5

Market prices may be influenced by a variety of factors, including weather, input prices
and the size and targeting of in-kind food aid. The model we used identifies anomalies in
prices but not the specific cause of such anomalies.
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lower/higher than predicted prices-on the basis of seasonality and trends-by more than one standard
deviation. Mid-range prices are those where the difference between actual and predicted prices is
within one standard deviation.

For example in Guatemala and Malawi, prices of local staple commodities
were significantly lower than would be expected on the basis of
seasonality and trends.
·

Guatemala. In Guatemala, white-maize prices in the central
wholesale market were unusually low during most of 2015, with the
largest discrepancy between predicted and actual prices occurring
from July through October.6 During this period, U.S. Department of
Agriculture McGovern-Dole International Food for Education and Child
Nutrition projects distributed in-kind commodities in several regions of
the country. (Fig. 8 shows actual prices and the predicted average
price trend for maize for that time of the year at the main wholesale
market in Guatemala City. The bars indicate the severity of the
difference between the actual price and the predicted price; unusually
low prices—those that differ from predicted prices by more than one
standard deviation—are shown in dark green.) For instance, in August
2015, the standardized difference between the actual and predicted
price was 1.63; this difference corresponds to a difference of
approximately 17 percent—and shows an unusually low price, with a
likelihood of occurrence of approximately 1 in 20 in this market.
Because maize prices in 2011 were unusually high, we included an
indicator for this period in a different econometric specification to
ensure that these unusually high prices were not driving the results,
and we obtained similar results. Moreover, analysis of monthly
consumer price index data does not show any unusually low
consumer prices during this period; therefore the abnormally low
prices for maize do not appear to be part of unusually low prices in
general. For black beans, another staple commodity, prices were
unusually low only in August 2015. Analysis of data from the Ministry
of Agriculture of Guatemala yielded similar results.

6

According to Guatemalan government officials, most products distributed in the country
pass first through the central wholesale market. Thus, movement in prices in the central
market may represent movement in prices throughout the country.
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Figure 8: Severity of Difference between Actual and Predicted Monthly Maize Prices in Guatemala, 2002-2015

Notes: Prices shown are for La Terminal, the main wholesale market in Guatemala City. Prices are
wholesale prices. Bars depict the price difference in standard deviations, which shows the severity of
the difference in the actual versus the predicted prices. The standardized price difference measures
the extent to which prices experience unusual volatility. It is derived from the difference between
actual prices and the prices we predicted on the basis of seasonality and linear time trends; this
difference is then standardized to classify the severity or atypicality of the price difference. This
standardized difference was -1.63 in August 2015.
Data shown are for January 2002–December 2015.
Vertical lines indicate the July 2015–October 2015 period, when U.S. Department of Agriculture
McGovern-Dole projects were operating in parts of Guatemala.

·

Malawi. In the Nsanje district of Malawi, U.S. Agency for International
Development Food for Peace in-kind commodities were distributed
from October 2015 to April 2016. During this period, 26 of the 38
markets in Malawi had at least one instance of unusually low prices.
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In Nsanje, in particular in March and April 2016, the growth of prices
of maize (a key local staple) was significantly less than would typically
be predicted based on historical price modeling. Implementing partner
staff and local market experts told us that market prices may have
fallen as a result of the distribution of emergency food assistance.7
Figure 9 shows actual and predicted price changes, as well as the
standardized price difference, in Nsanje, Malawi. Analysis of data
from the Famine Early Warning Systems Network for Malawi yielded
similar results.
Figure 9: Severity of Difference between Actual and Predicted Monthly Maize Price Changes in Nsanje, Malawi, 2003-2016

Notes: Because the price level series are nonstationary, we analyzed the first difference of the prices
(i.e., the month-to-month price changes). Month-to-month changes in retail prices are shown for

7

At the time, prices were significantly higher than normal owing to an historic drought.
According to implementing partners and food assistance recipients, the fall in prices
improved food security outcomes for Malawians.
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Nsanje, Malawi. Bars depict the difference between actual and predicted month-to-month price
changes in standard deviations-that is, the extent to which prices exhibited unusual volatility. The
price change difference is derived from the difference between actual month-to-month price changes
and the predicted month-to-month price changes on the basis of seasonality and linear time trends;
this difference is then standardized to classify the severity or atypicality of a given price change. In
March and April 2016, the standardized difference was -1.4 and -1.5, respectively. Predicted price
changes are based on seasonality and linear time trends.
Data shown are for May 2003-November 2016.
Vertical lines indicate the October 2015-April 2016 period when the U.S. Agency for International
Development Food for Peace projects were operating in Nsanje.
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Data Tables
Data Table for Figure 1: Metric Tons of U.S. Commodities Provided through USAID
and USDA International In-Kind Food Aid Programs, by Program and Year, Fiscal
Years 2012-2015
FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

USAID Emergency

$988,337

$856,870

$791,595

$713,645

USAID Development

$438,360

$251,130

$195,621

$343,463

USDA Food for
Progress

$264,590

$160,120

$195,900

$341,820

$66,224

$90,840

$78,860

$86,468

USDA McGovern-Dole

Data Table for Figure 8: Severity of Difference between Actual and Predicted
Monthly Maize Prices in Guatemala, 2002-2015
Year and Month

Actual price

Predicted price

Price difference

2002m1

72.5

69.85419

0.1533456

2002m2

75.580002

73.7099

0.1083871

2002m3

84.75

80.70204

0.2346109

2002m4

75.919998

78.27918

-0.1367332

2002m5

70.459999

76.87918

-0.3720419

2002m6

69.080002

85.39989

-0.9458655

2002m7

67.360001

91.54704

-1.401828

2002m8

65.150002

92.9849

-1.61325

2002m9

67.919998

84.21632

-0.9444996

2002m10

58.790001

70.87204

-0.7002486

2002m11

61.919998

65.72919

-0.2207721

2002m12

60.889999

65.46383

-0.2650891

2003m1

64.5

75.52233

-0.6388302

2003m2

71.919998

79.37804

-0.4322522

2003m3

80.919998

86.37019

-0.3158811

2003m4

76.269997

83.94733

-0.4449615

2003m5

74.580002

82.54733

-0.461769

2003m6

82.25

91.06805

-0.5110746

2003m7

92.400002

97.21519

-0.2790777

2003m8

102.58

98.65305

0.2275977
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Year and Month

Actual price

Predicted price

Price difference

84.620003

89.88448

-0.3051173

2003m10

72.5

76.54019

-0.2341605

2003m11

77.919998

71.39733

0.3780395

2003m12

73.889999

71.13197

0.1598491

2004m1

74.830002

81.19048

-0.3686394

2004m2

82.669998

85.0462

-0.1377191

2004m3

89.639999

92.03834

-0.1390023

2004m4

89

89.61548

-0.0356718

2004m5

86.769997

88.21548

-0.083777

2004m6

89.93

96.73619

-0.394472

2004m7

99.379997

102.8833

-0.2030458

2004m8

99.540001

104.3212

-0.2771075

2004m9

93.459999

95.55262

-0.1212839

2004m10

76.669998

82.20834

-0.3209899

2004m11

83.849998

77.06548

0.3932159

2004m12

86.900002

76.80013

0.5853669

2005m1

91.080002

86.85863

0.2446616

2005m2

94.419998

90.71434

0.2147718

2005m3

93.82

97.70648

-0.2252521

2005m4

88.919998

95.28362

-0.3688219

2005m5

88.309998

93.88363

-0.3230353

2005m6

94.459999

102.4043

-0.4604366

2005m7

96.769997

108.5515

-0.6828292

2005m8

93.5

109.9893

-0.9556862

2005m9

84.080002

101.2208

-0.9934414

2005m10

91.690002

87.87648

0.2210232

2005m11

79.379997

82.73363

-0.194369

2005m12

75

82.46827

-0.4328446

2006m1

77.540001

92.52677

-0.8686006

2006m2

78.830002

96.38249

-1.017304

2006m3

92.379997

103.3746

-0.6372249

2006m4

89.779999

100.9518

-0.6474916

2006m5

84.919998

99.55177

-0.8480257

2006m6

95.849998

108.0725

-0.7083887

2006m7

98.230003

114.2196

-0.9267238

2006m8

99.690002

115.6575

-0.9254406

2006m9

94.830002

106.8889

-0.6989083

2003m9
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Year and Month

Actual price

Predicted price

Price difference

2006m10

87.5

93.54463

-0.3503336

2006m11

88.080002

88.40177

-0.0186492

2006m12

91.199997

88.13641

0.1775584

2007m1

104.77

98.19492

0.3810769

2007m2

116.83

102.0506

0.8565797

2007m3

120.08

109.0428

0.6396934

2007m4

115.7

106.6199

0.5262614

2007m5

116.15

105.2199

0.6334836

2007m6

128.23

113.7406

0.8397717

2007m7

137.69

119.8878

1.031778

2007m8

137.38

121.3256

0.9304761

2007m9

128.45

112.5571

0.9211196

2007m10

109.64

99.21278

0.6043389

2007m11

95.419998

94.06992

0.0782475

2007m12

97.094997

93.80457

0.1907063

2008m1

98.769997

103.8631

-0.2951834

2008m2

104.08

107.7188

-0.2108959

2008m3

110

114.7109

-0.2730349

2008m4

110

112.2881

-0.1326115

2008m5

111.77

110.8881

0.0511147

2008m6

127.56

119.4088

0.4724266

2008m7

127.75

125.5559

0.1271638

2008m8

124

126.9938

-0.1735132

2008m9

131.75

118.2252

0.7838671

2008m10

129.42999

104.8809

1.42281

2008m11

119.07

99.73807

1.120436

2008m12

121.18

99.47271

1.258107

2009m1

127.63

109.5312

1.048966

2009m2

128.75

113.3869

0.8904099

2009m3

135.5

120.3791

0.8763759

2009m4

134.95

117.9562

0.9849223

2009m5

130.63

116.5562

0.815686

2009m6

132.52

125.0769

0.4313843

2009m7

139.03999

131.2241

0.4529937

2009m8

138.33

132.6619

0.328509

2009m9

127.33

123.8934

0.1991803

2009m10

108.71

110.5491

-0.1065887
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Year and Month

Actual price

Predicted price

Price difference

2009m11

102.76

105.4062

-0.1533688

2009m12

102.65

105.1409

-0.1443647

2010m1

118.33

115.1994

0.1814449

2010m2

115.45

119.0551

-0.2089427

2010m3

123.59

126.0472

-0.1424153

2010m4

123.4

123.6244

-0.0130035

2010m5

119.14

122.2244

-0.178763

2010m6

119.05

130.7451

-0.6778209

2010m7

131.14

136.8922

-0.3333862

2010m8

132.09

138.3301

-0.3616616

2010m9

136.75999

129.5615

0.4172086

2010m10

117.15

116.2172

0.054062

2010m11

114.9

111.0744

0.2217256

2010m12

118

110.809

0.4167742

140.10001

120.8675

1.114673

2011m2

157

124.7232

1.870691

2011m3

175.03999

131.7154

2.511001

2011m4

173.11

129.2925

2.539566

2011m5

173.23

127.8925

2.627661

2011m6

210.59

136.4132

4.299124

2011m7

216.39999

142.5604

4.279583

2011m8

213.95

143.9982

4.054252

2011m9

188.35001

135.2297

3.078739

2011m10

161.39999

121.8854

2.290181

2011m11

136.75

116.7425

1.15959

2011m12

132.19

116.4772

0.9106823

2012m1

142.71001

126.5357

0.9374298

2012m2

145.71001

130.3914

0.8878345

2012m3

150.36

137.3835

0.7520887

2012m4

142.5

134.9607

0.4369637

2012m5

135

133.5607

0.0834211

2012m6

139

142.0814

-0.1785896

2012m7

149.45

148.2285

0.0707944

2012m8

164.91

149.6664

0.8834874

2012m9

146.67

140.8978

0.3345439

2012m10

126.34

127.5535

-0.0703329

2012m11

115.6

122.4107

-0.394731

2011m1
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Year and Month

Actual price

Predicted price

Price difference

115

122.1453

-0.4141261

2013m1

127.75

132.2038

-0.2581329

2013m2

124

136.0595

-0.6989434

2013m3

128

143.0517

-0.8723614

2013m4

126.53

140.6288

-0.817136

2013m5

132.89999

139.2288

-0.3668041

2013m6

147.2

147.7495

-0.0318491

2013m7

157.02

153.8967

0.181022

2013m8

154.28

155.3345

-0.0611178

2013m9

142.72

146.5659

-0.2229027

2013m10

119.87

133.2217

-0.773833

2013m11

110.45

128.0788

-1.021727

2012m12

2013m12

110

127.8134

-1.032429

2014m1

117.95

137.8719

-1.154633

2014m2

118.5

141.7277

-1.346225

2014m3

128.25

148.7198

-1.186385

2014m4

133.02

146.297

-0.7695029

2014m5

137.2

144.897

-0.4460987

2014m6

140.2

153.4177

-0.7660673

2014m7

146.24001

159.5648

-0.7722766

2014m8

153.60001

161.0027

-0.4290421

2014m9

136.61

152.2341

-0.9055384

2014m10

125.73

138.8898

-0.7627137

2014m11

128.3

133.7469

-0.3156933

2014m12

128.3

133.4816

-0.3003139

2015m1

135.3

143.5401

-0.4775781

2015m2

134

147.3958

-0.7763922

2015m3

133.3

154.388

-1.222212

2015m4

132.61

151.9651

-1.121779

2015m5

131.05

150.5651

-1.131052

2015m6

135.48

159.0858

-1.368142

2015m7

138.59

165.233

-1.544168

2015m8

138.59

166.6708

-1.627503

2015m9

131.28

157.9022

-1.542967

2015m10

122.59

144.558

-1.273215

2015m11

121.61

139.4151

-1.031945

2015m12

120

139.1497

-1.109877
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Data Table for Figure 9: Severity of Difference between Actual and Predicted
Monthly Maize Price Changes in Nsanje, Malawi, 2003-2016
Date

Actual price

Predicted price

Standard deviations

2003m5

1.033333

-2.771205

0.3542203

2003m6

1.033333

4.31308

-0.3053597

2003m7

1.033333

2.62183

-0.1478965

2003m8

1.033333

0.6432574

0.0363179

2003m9

1.033333

0.1583777

0.0814624

2003m10

1.033333

-2.472336

0.3263942

2003m11

1.033333

0.0746278

0.08926

2003m12

1.033333

5.907254

-0.4537847

2004m1

1.033333

7.138536

-0.5684229

2004m2

2.41

-0.9190276

0.309948

2004m3

-1.129999

-10.28826

0.8526769

2004m4

-4.32

-12.85954

0.7950711

2004m5

-7.120001

-2.450653

-0.434738

2004m6

0.4200001

4.633632

-0.3923087

2004m7

0.1199999

2.942382

-0.2627769

2004m8

3.5

0.9638093

0.2361312

2004m9

0.1300001

0.4789295

-0.0324869

2004m10

-1.45

-2.151784

0.0653394

2004m11

2.37

0.3951796

0.183865

2004m12

0.2600002

6.227806

-0.5556305

2005m1

-0.4800005

7.459088

-0.7391661

2005m2

-0.7799997

-0.5984758

-0.0169007

2005m3

-0.8699999

-9.96771

0.8470392

2005m4

-0.7799997

-12.53899

1.094817

2005m5

0.8199997

-2.130102

0.2746682

2005m6

3.690001

4.954183

-0.1177013

2005m7

4.119999

3.262934

0.0797968

2005m8

2.860001

1.284361

0.1466994

2005m9

0.0799999

0.7994812

-0.0669871

2005m10

3.17

-1.831233

0.4656381

2005m11

2.940001

0.7157314

0.2070898

2005m12

5.769999

6.548357

-0.0724688

8

7.77964

0.0205166

2006m2

14.58

-0.277924

1.383342

2006m3

-30.97

-9.647158

-1.985256

2006m1
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Date

Actual price

Predicted price

Standard deviations

2006m4

-9.09

-12.21844

0.2912721

2006m5

-0.5799999

-1.80955

0.1144768

2006m6

1.309999

5.274735

-0.3691353

2006m7

0.710001

3.583486

-0.2675348

2006m8

0.6100006

1.604913

-0.092631

2006m9

0.4899998

1.120033

-0.058659

2006m10

1.719999

-1.510681

0.3007914

2006m11

1.16

1.036283

0.0115186

2006m12

0.3099995

6.868909

-0.6106651

2007m1

-0.5999985

8.100191

-0.8100282

2007m2

-2.6

0.0426277

-0.246041

2007m3

0.1700001

-9.326606

0.8841783

2007m4

-2

-11.89789

0.9215393

2007m5

-4.55

-1.488998

-0.2849936

2007m6

2.48

5.595287

-0.2900477

2007m7

1.849998

3.904037

-0.1912406

2007m8

0.2900009

1.925465

-0.1522693

2007m9

3.120001

1.440585

0.1563615

2007m10

3.58

-1.190129

0.4441212

2007m11

2.389999

1.356835

0.0961924

2007m12

1.700001

7.189461

-0.5110944

2008m1

4

8.420743

-0.4115918

2008m2

2.18

0.3631795

0.1691545

2008m3

-8.260002

-9.006055

0.0694609

2008m4

-6.16

-11.57733

0.5043791

2008m5

9.34

-1.168446

0.9783854

2008m6

11.45

5.915839

0.5152563

2008m7

7.16

4.224589

0.2733004

2008m8

12.71

2.246016

0.9742455

2008m9

21

1.761137

1.791228

-24.57

-0.8695772

-2.20662

2008m11

10.74

1.677387

0.8437714

2008m12

21.67001

7.510013

1.318361

2009m1

0

8.741295

-0.8138553

2009m2

-7.790001

0.6837313

-0.7889439

2009m3

-24.96

-8.685503

-1.515232

2009m4

-24.96

-11.25678

-1.275834

2008m10
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Date

Actual price

Predicted price

Standard deviations

2009m5

-4.700001

-0.8478945

-0.3586491

2009m6

11.5

6.236391

0.4900666

2009m7

2.4025

4.545141

-0.1994898

2009m8

2.4025

2.566568

-0.0152755

2009m9

2.4025

2.081688

0.0298691

2009m10

2.4025

-0.5490255

0.2748008

2009m11

-4.75

1.997939

-0.6282645

2009m12

-1.266

7.830564

-0.8469326

2010m1

-1.266

9.061847

-0.9615707

2010m2

-1.266

1.004283

-0.211374

2010m3

-1.266

-8.364951

0.6609454

2010m4

-1.266

-10.93623

0.9003435

2010m5

-0.75

-0.5273427

-0.0207304

2010m6

-0.75

6.556942

-0.6803104

2010m7

0

4.865693

-0.4530187

2010m8

0.0100021

2.88712

-0.2678731

2010m9

-0.5699997

2.40224

-0.2767294

2010m10

-2.02

-0.2284737

-0.1667995

2010m11

0.9900017

2.31849

-0.1236885

2010m12

0.4599991

8.151116

-0.7160789

2011m1

0.4599991

9.382399

-0.830717

2011m2

-0.3800011

1.324835

-0.1587282

2011m3

3.639999

-8.044399

1.087872

2011m4

-9.959999

-10.61568

0.0610468

2011m5

-3.719999

-0.206791

-0.3270961

2011m6

5.460001

6.877494

-0.1319752

2011m7

2.459999

5.186244

-0.2538262

2011m8

2.459999

3.207672

-0.0696118

2011m9

6.460001

2.722792

0.3479516

2011m10

6.460001

0.0920781

0.5928833

2011m11

1.959999

2.639042

-0.0632221

2011m12

0.1899986

8.471668

-0.7710621

2012m1

24.77

9.70295

1.402813

2012m2

-14.05

1.645387

-1.461314

2012m3

-11.2

-7.723847

-0.3236461

2012m4

3.373333

-10.29513

1.272597

2012m5

3.373333

0.1137608

0.3034814
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Date

Actual price

Predicted price

Standard deviations

2012m6

3.373333

7.198046

-0.3560986

2012m7

14.67

5.506796

0.8531368

2012m8

-5.5

3.528224

-0.8405697

2012m9

0

3.043344

-0.2833495

2012m10

5.25

0.4126298

0.4503817

2012m11

5.25

2.959594

0.2132475

2012m12

16.455

8.79222

0.7134407

2013m1

16.455

10.0235

0.5988026

2013m2

26.63

1.965938

2.29634

2013m3

-5.930008

-7.403296

0.1371699

2013m4

-55.59

-9.974575

-4.247008

2013m5

2.720001

0.4343126

0.2128083

2013m6

3.220001

7.518598

-0.4002194

2013m7

25.63

5.827348

1.843719

2013m8

10.85

3.848775

0.6518465

2013m9

-2.260002

3.363895

-0.5236111

2013m10

2.850006

0.7331817

0.1970862

2013m11

14.285

3.280146

1.024603

2013m12

14.285

9.112772

0.4815586

2014m1

19.78

10.34405

0.8785304

2014m2

-46.18

2.28649

-4.512456

2014m3

-9.93

-7.082744

-0.2650929

2014m4

-9.93

-9.654023

-0.0256948

2014m5

-5.195

0.7548644

-0.5539601

2014m6

-5.195

7.839149

-1.21354

2014m7

-2.349998

6.1479

-0.791194

2014m8

9.360001

4.169327

0.4832759

2014m9

2

3.684447

-0.1568299

2014m10

-1.37

1.053733

-0.2256609

2014m11

-1.37

3.600697

-0.4627951

2014m12

-1.37

9.433324

-1.00584

2015m1

3.351667

10.66461

-0.6808687

2015m2

3.351667

2.607042

0.069328

2015m3

3.351667

-6.762192

0.9416474

2015m4

3.351667

-9.333471

1.181046

2015m5

3.351667

1.075416

0.2119295

2015m6

3.351667

8.159701

-0.4476504
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Date

Actual price

Predicted price

Standard deviations

2015m7

12.34

6.468451

0.5466682

2015m8

6.020004

4.489879

0.1424618

2015m9

7.424995

4.004999

0.3184176

2015m10

7.424995

1.374285

0.5633493

2015m11

3.139999

3.921249

-0.072738

2015m12

42.3

9.753876

3.030196

2016m1

42.3

10.98516

2.915558

2016m2

36.95001

2.927594

3.167646

2016m3

-21.39001

-6.44164

-1.391763

2016m4

-24.84

-9.012919

-1.473575

2016m5

-3.649994

1.395968

-0.4698026

2016m6

48.20999

8.480253

3.699024

2016m7

-4.269989

6.789003

-1.029644

2016m8

-8.430023

4.810431

-1.232748

2016m9

-9.923329

4.325551

-1.326637

2016m10

-9.923329

1.694837

-1.081705

2016m11

-9.923329

4.241801

-1.31884

Agency Comment Letters
Text of Appendix III: Comments from the U.S. Agency for
International Development
Page 1
Mr. Thomas Melito
Director, International Affairs and Trade
U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Re: INTERNATIONAL FOOD ASSISTANCE: Agencies Should Ensure
Timely Documentation of Required Market Analyses and Assess Local
Markets for Program Effects (GA0-17-640)
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Dear Mr. Melito:
I am pleased to provide the United States Agency for International
Development's (USAID) formal response to the U. S. Government
Accountability Office (GAO) draft report entitled "INTERNATIONAL
FOOD ASSISTANCE: Agencies Should Ensure Timely Documentation
of Required Market Analyses and Assess Local Markets for Program
Effects" (GA0-17-640).
This letter and the enclosed USAID comments are provided for
incorporation as an appendix to the final report. Thank you for the
opportunity to respond to the GAO draft report and for the courtesies
extended by your staff while conducting this GAO engagement.
Sincerely,
Angelique M. Crumbly
Acting Assistant Adminstrator
Bureau for Management
Enclosure: a/s

Page 2
USAID COMMENTS ON GAO DRAFT REPORT
INTERNATIONAL FOOD ASSISTANCE: Agencies Should Ensure
Timely Documentation of Required Market Analyses and Assess Local
Markets for Program Effects (GA0-17-640)
USAID appreciates the opportunity to comment on GAO's draft report
entitled "INTERNATIONAL FOOD ASSISTANCE: Agencies Should
Ensure Timely Documentation of Required Market Analyses and Assess
Local Markets for Program Effects."
USAID's Office of Food for Peace (FFP) has made significant investments
to improve market analysis and programmatic monitoring and oversight in
recent years. GAO's review and recommendations in this area will
ensure that our processes and award requirements support these
investments. Since 2009, USAID has contracted for independent
research and analyses to inform both Bellmon determinations and
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program design for development food assistance activities . USAID has
also increased its internal technical expertise in this area, with staff
available to conduct market analyses and advise on modality choice, as
well as review market analyses submitted by implementing partners
through applications and/or reporting.
USAID plans to continue to further strengthen our processes and award
requirements to ensure that Bellmon determinations are properly
documented and market conditions are monitored and assessed before,
during and after development food assistance activities.
This report has the following 4 recommendations for USAID as shown on
pages 31-32 of the draft report:
Recommendation 1:
To help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment, the
provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing in
countries receiving in-kind food aid, we recommend that the USAID
Administrator ensure that Bellmon determinations are documented for all
food assistance projects prior to the provision of commodities, consistent
with agency guidance.
USAID Response:
USAID concurs with this recommendation, and will ensure that Bellmon
determinations are documented for all food assistance projects prior to
the provision of commodities.
Recommendation 2:
To help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment, the
provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing in
countries receiving in-kind food aid, we recommend that the USAID
Administrator update guidance on Bellmon determination s to reflect
current policies and procedures.
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USAID Response:
USAID concurs with this recommendation, and will update and reissue
the Food for Peace Information Bulletin, which outlines FFP's guidance
on Bellmon determinations .
Recommendation 3:
To help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment, the
provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with,

Page 3
domestic production or marketing in countries receiving in-kind food aid,
we recommend that the USAID Administrator monitor markets during
implementation of development projects to identify any potential negative
effects, such as unusual changes in prices.
USAID Response:
USAID concurs with this recommendation. FFP and its implementing
partners regularly and consistently monitor program activities and the
operational environment of its development food security activities. Over
the past year, FFP has updated the market monitoring requirements for
emergency food assistance projects, and will take steps to explicitly
require similar monitoring appropriate to the development context during
program implementation.
Recommendation 4:
To help ensure that, consistent with the Bellmon amendment, the
provision of U.S. in-kind food aid does not result in a substantial
disincentive to, or interference with, domestic production or marketing in
countries receiving in-kind food aid, we recommend that the USAID
Administrator evaluate markets after development projects are completed
to dete1mine whether markets were negatively affected during project
implementation or after project completion.
USAID Response
USAID concurs with this recommendation. FFP focuses annual reporting
of development food security activities on programmatic progress and
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implementation, while final evaluations are used to examine food security
outcomes over a project's lifecycle. The Office of Food for Peace expects
partners to address any evidence of a substantial disincentive to, or
interference with, domestic production or marketing in countries receiving
in-kind food aid in required rep01ting and notifications. After development
projects are completed and/or after the cessation of in-kind food
distributions, USAID will use this required reporting along with other data
sources to assess any potential negative market impact.

Text of Appendix IV: Comments from the U.S. Department
of Agriculture
Page 1
Tom Melito
Director, International Affairs and Trade
United States Government Accountability Office 441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548
Dear Mr. Melito:
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) appreciates this opportunity
to review and comment on the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
draft report entitled "INTERNATIONAL FOOD ASSISTANCE: Agencies
Should Ensure Timely Documentation of Required Market Analyses and
Assess Local Markets for Program Effects" (GA0-17-640). The
Department notes GAO's recommendations regarding its selection of
countries to receive in-kind food aid and the analysis of any associated
market impact. We agree with your recommendations in bold below and
will take the following actions to address them.
Develop guidance to require documentation of the reasons for providing
funding to countries that were not on the priority list.
The Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) will develop written guidance to
require documentation of the reasons for providing funding to countries
not on the priority list and will document each occurrence.
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Ensure that Bellmon determinations are documented for all food
assistance projects prior to the provision of commodities, consistent with
agency guidance.
The existing standard operating procedure has been updated to include
the requirement that all Bellmon determinations are documented for all
food assistance programs prior to provision of commodities, consistent
with current FAS guidance.
Monitor markets during implementation of McGovern-Dole projects to
identify any potential negative effects, such as unusual changes in prices.
New guidance will be developed for McGovern-Dole program recipients
on monitoring markets and identifying any potential negative effects due
to local program implementation.
Evaluate markets after the completion of McGovern-Dole and Food
for Progress

Page 2
projects to determine whether markets were negatively affected
during project implementation or after project completion.
A third party review and market evaluation will be conducted for
McGovern-Dole and Food for Progress programs to determine whether
markets were negatively affected during project implementation or after
completion. In addition, starting in FY 2017 scoping missions were
performed to identify if these programs would be viable in ce1iain
countries and if any negative impacts could be identified.
We would like to thank the GAO for its review and recommendations
regarding international food assistance marketing assessments.
Sincerely,
Holly Higgens
Acting Administrator
Foreign Agricultural Service

(100511)
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GAO’s Mission
The Government Accountability Office, the audit, evaluation, and investigative
arm of Congress, exists to support Congress in meeting its constitutional
responsibilities and to help improve the performance and accountability of the
federal government for the American people. GAO examines the use of public
funds; evaluates federal programs and policies; and provides analyses,
recommendations, and other assistance to help Congress make informed
oversight, policy, and funding decisions. GAO’s commitment to good government
is reflected in its core values of accountability, integrity, and reliability.
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